An unpublished interview (2008) on Crack, Brutal Grief and The Young Prince
Flesh, Prayer, and Poetry

•

How can you describe the subject matter of Crack, Brutal Grief and Young
Prince? In my view, while the former addresses the history of human violence
and catastrophe the latter is more about primordial, mythic reflection on the erotic
nature of the human being.

Your characterization of the difference between those to films seems to me accurate. I
appreciate your insight.
Still, I believe there are a lot of similarities. Both develop out my commitment to
what I have taken to a perlocutionary poetics—the idea that poetry is a form of action.
Poetry acts on us viscerally—that it is so much more active is one feature that
distinguishes poetry from prose.
The belief that undergirds everything that I have made and everything that that I
written is that only poetry can save us from destitution of modernity. The modern mind
finds peculiar the proposition that erotic experience is the basis of a truer epistemology,
yet this is exactly what I believe. Erotic experience is important as model for what direct
experience can be. It is the experience of otherness at its most intense. Direct
experience (for which erotic experience model) is really the beginning of knowledge—if
that were known the epistemological quandaries which he bedeviled modernity would be
dispensed with. The sifting, sorting and configuring of experience that the British
empiricists, and later (and crucially) Immanuel Kant imply is a precondition of experience
is a fiction. A line of philosophy that descends from Aristotle, developed into the
philosophies of mind promulgated by Locke and Hume, and reached its apogee with
Immanuel Kant analyzed how percepts are formed into concepts, concepts into
judgments, and judgments into action. The description of the mental processes is about
as risible as that presented in the cognitive theories that have been fashionable for the
past thirty years.
Perhaps the Marxists are right—perhaps the convulsions that philosophy has
experienced in that past three hundred years are the result of a capitalism, and
specifically, of alienated labour and the inapprehensibility of abstract system of power
and value that arises from it. Human solidarity and the thick web of relations that united
action with agent, agent with agent in one dense reality (what Hannah Arendt discussed
under the rubric of “action”) has been shattered by capitalism’s alienating drive.
But as Pierre Hadot has made clear, what philosophy has become would have
been unrecognizable to ancient and medieval thinkers. For them, philosophy primarily
concerned being (including one’s own being, or how one is with oneself)—they were not
primarily concerned with knowing. Perhaps Plato, Augustine and Aquinas all had it right
(and not the philosophers of the sorting epistemologies): perhaps the highest form of
knowledge is an illumination, a illumination which emanates from deep within, but
through which one participates in the dynamism of an cosmos that is apprehended as
unified through and through. The process of sifting, sorting and shaping doesn't come
first, as the British empiricists and Kant imply: immediate apprehension comes first and
analysis—the process of sifting and sorting experience—come afterward. Or think of
Richard of St. Victor: Richard maintained that the direct experience of reality precedes
the Aristotelian sensing process that formed the notion of experience in philosophies of

Locke and Hume—a notion that by the time of Kant had become philosophy’s innermost
meaning, the wisdom acquired through a life of reflection. The teaching of Plotinus,
Augustine, Richard of St. Victor, Grosseteste, Aquinas offered a view different from
Locke’s, Hume’s, or Kant, a view that I believe to be much, much nearer to the truth.
That is that the inner illumination is a presence of the divine within the human being, and
that in following this light, in becoming more and more “illuminated” one’s mind becomes
more like the mind of God. In cleaving to that light, one undergoes a gradual process of
divinization, a stillness that is nonetheless active, of theosis (to use the term from Greek
Christianity). As one’s mind becomes more like the mind of God, one comes to see that
all things are brought forth by a divine act of imagining. One knows things immediately,
in an act in which imagination and sensation are one act (one thinks here of Donald
Winnicott’s deeply poetic vision). Yes, Rexroth had this, too, right all along: “Time is the
Mercy of Eternity” states, “At last there is nothing left / But knowledge, itself a vast/
Crystal encompassing the/Limitless crystal of air/And rock and water. And the/ Two
crystals are perfectly/ Silent. There is nothing to/ Say about them. Nothing at all.” That’s
it: the crystalline we become encompasses the limitless crystal of all that is.
Vico’s New Science is in large measure an encomium to Poetic Wisdom. Poetry
was the way of mythic thinkers at the origin of society and it was prevalent way of
thinking that until, with the advent of democracy, the hoi poloi gained control of society
through the class struggle. Vico outlines, in detail, the nature of a poetic metaphysics, a
poetic logic, a poetic economics and a poetic geography. The belief systems of early
societies are based a “poetic metaphysics,” which “seeks its proofs not in the external
world but within the modifications of the mind of him who meditates it” (“Poetic Wisdom,”
§374, p.116). This metaphysics is “not rational and abstract like that of learned men
now,” Vico emphasizes, “but felt and imagined [by men] without power of ratiocination . .
.This metaphysics was their poetry, a faculty born with them. . .born of their ignorance of
causes, for ignorance, the mother of wonder, made everything wonderful to men who
were ignorant of everything" (“Poetic Wisdom,” §375, p.116). The earliest peoples were
‘‘sublime poets’’ and that this sublimity was a due to their savagery, not to their wisdom.
‘‘Men at first feel without perceiving. . . . This axiom is the principle of the poetic
sentences, which are formed by feelings of passions and emotion’’ (NS, §§218–19). This
early in “primitive” thought is thinking-through-metaphor, whose metaphoric character
(“metaphor” derives from Greek μεταφορά (metaphorá, or transfer) involves a direct
and unmediated connection between the energies that gives rise to a primal vocabulary
that is more gestural than vocal.
Vico’s conviction in the values of ποίησις led him to a critique of the education of
his time (in the wake of the rise to dominance of Cartesianism) that, for Brown, a
“counter-culture” hero of the 1960s, would have had resonance. Modern education, Vico
averred, has been debilitated by ignorance the ars topica (art of topics), which (he
argued in Ciceronian fashion) encourage the use of imagination and memory in
organizing speech into eloquent persuasion. Undue attention is accorded to the
“geometrical method” modeled on the discipline of physics and an emphasis on abstract
philosophical criticism over poetry (on this, see Vico’s De Nostri temporis studiorum
ratione (1709); On the Study Methods of our Times, Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1990), 21ff). This undermines the importance of exposition, persuasion, and pleasure in
learning; it “benumbs. . .[the] imagination and stupefies. . .[the] memory” (DN, 42), both
of which are central to learning, complex reasoning, and the discovery of truth.
Brown proposed related ideas about our modern education in his Phi Beta Kappa
oration (first published in the May 1961 issue of Harper’s, complete with a preparatory

introduction by Benjamin Nelson, at the time a more established historian of the
psychoanalytic movement, who expressed grave reservations about Brown’s maverick
approach).
Democratic resentment denies that there can be anything that can’t be
seen by everybody; in the democratic academy truth is subject to public
verification; truth is what any fool can see. This is what is meant by the
so-called scientific method: so-called science is the attempt to
democratize knowledge—the attempt to substitute method for insight,
mediocrity for genius, by getting a standard operating procedure.
(Apocalypse and/or Metamorphosis, 3f).
And, again,
And so there comes a time—I believe we are in such a time—when
civilization has to be renewed by the discovery of new mysteries, by the
undemocratic power which makes poets the acknowledged legislators of
mankind, the power which makes all things new. The power which makes
all things new is magic. What our time needs is mystery: what our time
needs is magic. Who would not say that only a miracle can save us?
(Apocalyse and/or Metamorphosis, 4)
Among the most controversial of Vico’s ideas is that of “imaginative universals”
and it is through this concept that Vico that Vico connects language to the body and to
ποίησις. The importance of Vico’s idea has been challenged (Benedetto Croce deemed
it a tragic weakness in Vico’s writings and suggested it is best ignored). Vico, on the
other hand, maintained it was as the “master key’” to his Scienza Nuova. Vico’s notion of
imaginative universals on these key principles: that the earliest form of language was a
combination of mute gestures and rudimentary, monosyllabic words (NS 225, 231). The
second is that, like children, primitive people, for want of reason, “excel in imitation; we
observe that they generally amuse themselves by imitating whatever they are able to
apprehend (NS 215).” The originary, proto-poieic (and poetic) language would have been
connected to the body. It served the ends of participation: the combination of somatic
and verbal gestures would have served as a form of imitation of the dynamism of the
circumambient world (which, for primitives as for children now, would have been
experienced frequently as threatening.
In an insight that anticipated McLuhan by century, Vico identified the loss of this
participatory use of language with the rise of the alphabet. Symbols had been mute,
gestural, remained so in some cultures; in other cultures they had evolved into
hieroglyphics. But both the corporeal gestures and the hieroglyphs into which, in some
cultures, they evolved, remained concrete and particular—by and large, they were
deficient in the ability to ability to articulate abstract thought (and following the principle
that “verum et factum . . . convertuntur” if they could not be articulated, they could not be
true, or real). However, the alphabet, however, disposed of this antiquated form of
understanding through somatic imitation. This shared, universal form of understanding,
was supplanted and the new knowledge that took its places was more highly variegated.
Thus, the alphabet laid the groundwork for democracy. After the alphabet, cultures could
acknowledge changes in language and the diversity of linguistic forms. This recognition,
along with the capacity to argue over truth and untruth, is the origin of the democratic

paradigm. It is the capacity for reflection, grounded in the abstractions of alphabetic
language, that dispatched the gods. A certain savagery and intimacy with bodily
energies is necessary for ποίησις.
This imbues the avant-garde with political importance through and through. To
understand the political importance of this line of thought, one has to think the notion of
politics at a basic level, as arising from the need for human beings to realize their be-ing
(their potential to be) with others, to live in communities that nurture its members social
well-being, their need to love and be love, to exchange thoughts and feelings, and to
contribute to the making of a greater good. Among what (to my mind) remains most vital
in Brown’s oeuvre is the concept of metapolitics. The 1960s and 1970s saw radical
thinkers in considerable numbers embracing a Nietzchean politics (or, better,
metapolitics), and Brown was amongst the most historically, philosophically, literarily
aware to do so. There is a Dionysian character in the Frederic William Atherton Lecture,
delivered at Harvard College on March 20, 1967 and published as “From Politics to
Metapolitics” (CaterfillarIy October, 1967), he alluded to the Nietzschean of the need to
“transvalue the old political categories,” to pass from politics to metapolitics. What is
metapolitics? For Brown, it is poetry. The rule of politics, Brown suggests, is “perpetual
conflict.” The political order is, Brown sensibly proposes, is a realm of repression—that
this is so was, for Brown, a conviction that his study of Freud (especially Moses and
Monotheism) reinforced. To be sure, Brown did not accept our living together in social
grouping required anything like the degree of repression that is presently enforced—but
for our living together to require less repression would demand a greater tolerance of our
being bound together by erotic bonds, and that would require an apocalypse. The
apocalypse would result in what he characterized as “the resurrection of body.” The
revolution that is called would acknowledge that we live together in groups to have our
carnal needs met and that all social relations are fundamentally carnal relations.
Contrast that metapolitical revolution with political revolution: political revolutions,
he maintained, result simply in “temporary break down” that inevitably will be followed by
the “restitution of repression.” (Rexroth was in agreement with Norman O. Brown on this
point—in Bird in the Bush he remarked that “In the final showdown, all our revolutions
have turned out to be careers for some and programs for others.) Political change is not
what is called. For Brown, the only real revolution, the revolution that could save a
foundering humanity, is the “visionary breakthrough” of poetry. Like Matthew Arnold,
then, he sees poetry as the way to salvation—which is to say that he sees poetry as
performing the function of religion. On this point, at least, Brown is in agreement with a
variety of nineteenth-century poets and critics.
He is also in agreement with the
avant-garde. The avant-garde is commonly described as questing to integrate art and
reality. That description is not wrong itself, but it is often interpreted wrongly. The attempt
to integrate art and life should not be construed as an effort to take art out of the theatres
and museums and concert hall and bring it into the streets, where it would be
encountered be encountered by a humanity that is hustling about to accomplish its daily
round as hardly any different from the ordinary events they encountered. That was not
the goal at all. Rather the avant-garde proposed to transform everyday life, so that every
movement of living might be experienced with the intensity (the poetic energy) of the
most vital, surging movements in the greatest art. They proposed to poeticize everyday
life. Norman O. Brown joined with the avant-garde in calling for that revolution.
Brown proposes that the revolution that is needed to save a foundering humanity
would have accomplished its goal when humans had recovered a body that is electric all
over, a body the entire surface of which is erotically charged. The skin should be the

primary erotic organ: then the body will be re-united with cosmos, as a conductor and
transducer of electrical energies that serves as an antenna in a sea of cosmic electricity.
That image of the body struck a resonant chord in the 1960 (as, perhaps, it should once
again). But what made Brown particularly appealing was that he connected this
conception of a prelapsarian body to poetry. The advent of a new (or renewed) body
would bring with it a new (or renewed way of thought). The body that is separated from
the cosmos is a body that understands texts as something to be understood and
mastered. Its relation to language is through protocols: it is a distanced and mediated
relation. Poetry is different: connected to the body, it is an integrative—an erotic—form of
language whose challenge to a civilization founded on instrumental reason is complete.
Rexroth had it absolutely right in the first essay in Bird in a Bush, “Unacknowledged
Legislators and ‘Art Pour Art’”:

The arts presume to speak directly from person to person, each polarity,
the person at each end of the communication, fully realized. The speech
of poetry is from me to you, transfigured by the overcoming of all
thingness-reification-in the relationship. So speech approaches in poetry
not only the directness and impact but the unlimited potential of act.
This ideas about the erotic were also an outgrowth of my work with nudes, and,
consequent to that, to being myself filmed nude. The intensity of my feeling, as I
experience the person shooting attuned to my desire through a kind of magic, creates a
field between us which mirrors the vibrations of the universe: the energy between us
reflects the energies of the cosmos. For I do not present myself (and you do not allow
me to present myself) as naked in the way that a recruit before the draft board is, or that
a man stripped for surgery is, or that an athlete emerging from the shower and waylaid
by an interviewer, is. For them, nakedness pertains simply to the body. Between us,
nudity pertains to something else. Between us (photographer and model), something
magical begins to unfold, something that changes me. I accede to the privilege of
accepting intimations of trust expressed in your eyes, your attention, and your gestures
that allows my being to go forth unsheltered. I, who am normally so reserved, have
risked entering into this activity unprotected. Because of this, I experience a radical and
thoroughgoing disappropriation that enlivens my senses and intensifies my perception. I
am acutely aware of you looking at me: your gaze imprints itself in the core of my being
and every time you lay your hand on my flesh, to reconfigure me according to some
intent, which (of this I am searingly aware) I can know only in its broad outlines, and not
its details, I am more completely reformed inwardly than reconfigured outwardly. When I
say that I am acutely aware of you looking at me, I mean that when that when I look at
you, I see into you. More than that, I see—to put the idea as paradoxically as it needs to
be—what is invisible in you. I don’t experience you as a body amongst others in the
world. In fact, we rarely experience other people that way (that was the point of the first
part of this essay), but now, as I beseech you to explore my naked body, I feel that
difference between objects and people raised to a level far greater than is ordinary. I can
perceive you as a subject operating the camera and forming my nude form into a picture.
The picture you make is not, however, an image of me that you appropriate as yours,
separate from the process that is me. Everything you take from me you conceive in
reference to me, in relation to what you perceive to be my intention for revealing myself
as I do. (Will the viewers who will see the film be able to perceive me as you perceive

me here and now? No, not in exactly the same way. But I have faith that they will
perceive me through a relationship that is to yours with me as the shadow beings of the
world are to the Platonic forms.)
The most important thing for me now is that you are seeing me and that I can
perceive you seeing me. I am stirred—aroused—by the thought that, just as I can
perceive what is invisible in you, you can perceive what is invisible in me. The
dissappropriation I experience in this somewhat awkward state engenders an
apperception that is fused completely to perception: I am aware I am the subject who is
looking at you looking at me and my awareness that you are exploring me as intimately
as you are has the effect of arousing me and attuning me all the more intimately to the
electric vibration in my new flesh. I no longer know you as simply just another person I
encounter in the world, more familiar to me, perhaps, than many (and so more
accessible to my understanding), but still one amongst all the many others I encounter,
another person (another body with consciousness) that I meet in my workaday world.
That world, the world I described in the first part of this paper, has gone. In this new
world that has developed between us, you are different: I experience you as a point of
intense sensual awareness and I experience myself as a subject-for-you-as-a-subjectexploring-me. I don’t at all feel reduced to object, as one common misunderstanding
represents what we are doing here: rarely do I feel so strongly that I can see through
another person’s body to see what is invisible in her—and what I perceive in that
invisibility is her attention to what is invisible to me. It is an almost magical crossing of
feelings and awareness, yours and mine, elevated to a Beyond-Self. Yet, though I am
aware of myself as subject-for-you-as-a-subject, this awareness appears anything but
purely ideal. Here there is no recourse to the fictitious dualist metaphysics our daily life
presupposes, which supposes our essence is spirit, to shelter ourselves from the
embarrassment of being bodily and to spare ourselves the trauma of realizing that we do
not surpass nature. Rather I experience this crossing of feelings as wholly corporal. The
experience of flesh as thought (and of thought as flesh) lays to rest any notion of that the
activity we are engaged in reduces the nude to the status of an object.
I lie here, naked, agreeing to do what you ask. When you ask, I notice you speak
more in verbs and participles than in nouns and gerunds—nothing here is reified, I
conjecture. We are building a world that will enclose us, whose limits will be defined by
the scope of your attention and my eagerness to fill it. Everything is in process here,
everything undergoes change. Nothing in this world has the nature of an object isolated
in a bounded space. Desire makes this world, and desire is endlessly protean. As we
pass from moment to moment, I reshape what is invisible in you, as you respond to what
I experience while you explore the invisible in me; and as we pass from moment to
moment you reshape my responses (less than one-half of which are verbal, and more
than one-half corporeal). Each of us contributes his/her novelty to that which emerges
between us. Our exchanges, verbal and corporeal, have become an original dialogue,
distinguished from the set phrases of ordinary speech and of scholarship by the
uniqueness of what has come into being entre nous. We have to work at finding a way to
articulate the emerging of this intimate mystery between us, a language that does not
betray with nouns the greater process to which our intimate selves belong, a way of
speaking that does not constitute an obstacle to giving oneself over to the mystery that is
so far beyond us (even though we both take part in it). This new language serves as a
sign that this mystery founds a poetic way of dwelling that we are coming to inhabit.
My new flesh is a gift of your attention. As you explore me, you reconnect me to
myself. As you explore me, you allow me to collect myself. I know myself as, at once and

with no distinction, a body (a thing) and a subject—the subject/object dichotomy on
which epistemology founders is here overcome, for I know myself both as an object with
a subjectivity and as an embodied (material) subject. More than that, I know that it is my
flesh that knows your embodied (material) subject as flesh. I know you both as a subject
that left her impress on the fibers of my flesh and as a subject that transcends me. A
truth shines in what is between us—an unveiling that lets me come forth as one-to-beseen by you. In the same act of unveiling, this truth reveals you as the one who bids me
to reveal myself. Your look and the way you explore all of me almost completely restores
to me an archaic and innocent flesh—you can re-endow me with all that I lost, and you
can do this even though, in this situation, you are not as archaically innocent as I. Ever
so softly, I am marked by the invisible imprint of you flesh—your eyes, your attention, the
shape and dynamic of your gestures—whose strength is taken into this new flesh that
emerges in the space between us. Your attention transfigures me. As you explore me
with a frankness that lets me know I must will to conceal nothing from you, in order to be
able to accept from you that gift of becoming wholly transparent to your gaze.
Yet somehow, though it is born in the space between us, the flesh you grant me
comes forth as my very ownmost being. This reality which is between us now founds
what has become most privately mine. Attuning myself wholly to your exploring me
according to my hopes, you have effected an alchemical transformation of my energies,
which you, by your openness to my innocence, take within you, transform again, and
project back to the between that has emerged entre nous. In focusing so intently (as you
imagine/observe what part of me you will photograph, and how you will photograph it) on
the energy you project into the space between us, you allow me to remake myself again
and to put on ever more primeval bodies of innocence. This entre nous focuses my
desire and my attention (as I hope it focuses yours): it focuses my attention because,
nude before you (and in relation to you), I feel so much more intensely, and the intensity
of the feeling makes me gratefully aware that only flesh has the privilege of responding
to flesh. Yes, it is also true that only flesh can respond feelingly to things, but that seems
of no importance right now: what occupies my attention is how my flesh responds to your
eyes, to your attention, to your gestures and to what your eyes and gestures tell me
about how your flesh responds to mine. I attune myself to those energies with an
attention complete enough to become prayer.
I am transformed in such a way that my will and seeing have become fused; my
seeing has become a form a longing. It is full of intent. The intentness with which you
look at me has excited an energy in me that connects to something archaic, something
beyond myself. My thinking/desire belongs to an elsewhere. There I become a globe of
seeing that allows me to experience you seeing me, even as your looking responds
magically to the energies you create in me. I know you as opening me to a selfknowledge that is your gift. I know you as knowing me as I would be. I know you as
experiencing and accepting my fundamental innocence, for you look on me wholly and
with innocence.

•

You have written essays on Stan Brakhage and Carl Brown. Did their practices
and ideas—for instance, Brakhage’s idea on vision and Brown’s practice of
unleashing the ecstasy derived from the material condition of film— influence
Crack, Brutal Grief and Young Prince?

Stan Brakhage’s work has definitely been a great influence on my work. Carl’s work, I
must say, has had much less influence on me. I suppose the difference that accounts for
that difference is that Brakhage’s work is animated by definable poetic ideals. I wrote
The Films of Stan Brakhage to try to outline the poetic ideas that gave shape to his work.
For many years, people attempted to deal with Brakhage’s films primarily through the
analogy to Abstract Expressionist painting. Brakhage loved Abstract Expressionist
painting, particularly the work of Jackson Pollock, Willem de Kooning, and Joan Mitchell.
His films are similar in certain respects to their painting, and the comparison is
instructive. But it struck me that Brakhage was even more deeply engaged with poetry—
poetry of all eras and places, but especially with poetry of Stein, Pound, Olson, and their
those whom Stein, Pound and Olson influenced, including Ed Dorn and Ronald
Johnston.
I had no intention of becoming a filmmaker. I wanted to be a poet. So, when I
was in graduate school, I faced the prospect of deciding how I would making a living—
poetry doesn’t keep the wolf away from the door. I didn’t want to be a university
teacher—I was far to shy, even tongue-tied, to be a teacher. I decided to learn the craft
of filmmaking so that I could instructional films, as a way of putting a roof over my head
and food on the table. I went to Ryerson to learn the craft of film. They invited me stay
and to set up the courses in film studies (in film history and theory)—I decided to take
the job, thinking that it would provide an income while I worked on getting my business
established.
I realized I had no training in film studies, so I looked for a course that would
introduce me to the field and point me in the right direction. I found a summer school
operated by the “Universities’ Film Study Center,”a consortium of New England
universities (Boston University, Hampshire College, University of New Hampshire,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Wesleyan University, and Yale University), and it
was offering a course in “Teaching Film Studies.” I enrolled—and that institution had a
profound effect on my life. The summer school was run by Gerald O’Grady and its
faculty included Ed Emshwiller, Shirley Clarke, Hollis Frampton, Robert Breer, and Ricky
Leacock.
Each faculty member presented an evening of his films or videos. The third
evening I was, a filmmaker I had heard of, but whose films I had not seen, presented his
work, including Window Water Baby Moving, The Door, and Western History. My life
altered that evening. I realized Brakhage was a film-poet and that he had done with film
what I hoped to do with poetry. I decided that I wanted to spend the rest of my life
making film. He was at the Universities’ Film Study Center giving a weak of talks on his
Songs. I started attending. I bought a Bolex from someone who had attended
Brakhage’s lectures the year before, and who took up filmmaking as a result—he later
decided that he was more interested in building a house in the Vermont woods than in
making a films, and was willing to sell the camera for next to nothing. I also knew that I
would have to stay in teaching all my life.
Stan had copies of The Brakhage Lectures with him, and was selling them. I
purchased a copy, and asked him to autograph it. While he was doing so, he inquired
about my interests, and I told him of my love of poetry. He asked straight-off whether I
had read The Pound Era, by Hugh Kenner., which had just come out. Of course, I
bought it as soon as I got back to Toronto, and read it. I learned a lot about Brakhage by
reading that book. Northrop Frye’s Studies in English Romanticism was another book
that helped me understand Brakhage.

Rexroth, Pound, Olson, Stein, Zukosky and Duncan were my teachers as I tried
to take the measure of Brakhage’s achievement. They also taught me filmmaking.
Carl Brown’s work, it seems to me, is committed to a materialist aesthetic. I think
is work is really terrific, but I don’t feel the same connection to it that I do to Brakhage’s.
•

Recently we have witnessed a burgeoning tendency of found footage films that
have been made by two key imperatives: firstly, examining the footage as a
palimpsest of history for shedding light on things that were forgotten or invisible
(for instance, the films of Peter Forgacs and Yervant Gianikian/Angela Ricci
Luicci) and secondly investigating and refashioning the material, technical, formal
feature of cinema as it is rapidly entering into its post-filmic (digital) age (for
example, the films of Gustav Deutsch and Bill Morrison). Do you see that your
recent works engage with these two imperatives, namely, film as the imprint of
history and the history of cinema?

I think your reading of the meaning of Forgacs’ work, and that of Giianidian and Luicci is
absolutely accurate. I am impressed with your insight into their work, and into Morrison’s.
I don’t think I am engaged in anything comparable. My benchmarks for work that I have
been doing recently is the work of the Objectivist poets, especially Louis Zukofsky but
also Kenneth Rexroth, who was my first master in poetry and to whom I remain attached.
But I suppose “A” has become the model. “A”-12 offers a comment on Zukofsky’s ideas
on poetry:
I’ll tell you
About my poetics
music
∫
speech
An integral
Lower limit speech
Upper limit music

A poem, in Zukofsky’s view, can integrates all sorts of language use, from simple speech
to music. Thus, Zukofsky’s poem rehearses the idea Gertrude Stein often expounded, of
using everything. I have embraced the idea of using everything, and that includes using
all forms of moving imagery, from quotidian informational images to pure abstractions.
The overall trajectory of my work, I would say, has been an evolution toward greater
compendiousness, and of late that compendiousness has come to include images not of
my own making, images that were made by people whose motivations and aesthetic
ideals were far different from my own. That challenge that confronts one who commits to
such an aesthetic ideal founded on a principle of inclusivity is that of forging a nexus that
hold its diverse materials together in an utterly harmonious unity. As my skills evolve, I
have accepted fresh challenges, of integrating an ever greater range of diversity.
•

How can you describe the subject matter of Crack, Brutal Grief and Young
Prince? In my view, while the former addresses the history of human violence
and catastrophe the latter is more about primordial, mythic reflection on the erotic

nature of the human being. Please describe your idea as you gleaned a wide
range of materials—a wide variety of still and video images about violence and
horror in the 20th century—for Crack, Brutal Grief from the Internet. Did you see
that they were originally degraded? Or did you transform them in such a way as
to look like degraded film footage that might otherwise have been decayed or
forgotten?

You are right concerning the source of this imagery for Crack, Brutal Grief. When I first
screened that film, I introduced it by recounting the circumstances of its making.
However, I found that this account gave people wrong ideas about ideas about what sort
of film it is, and so I have taken to not speaking of the genesis of the film. But here is the
story: I got home one evening, and heard that my best friend was missing—he hadn’t
showed up for engagement with his wife and son. The next morning, I heard he had
committed suicide by cutting his throat with a power saw. I couldn’t fathom the despair
that lead him to do this. He had worked with me at Ryerson, and I knew he been treated
very, very badly their (he was terrifically bright, and the Faculty we belonged to treats
anybody with anything resembling a brain as a complete pariah. But being abused by
the institution for which you work didn’t seem grounds for committing suicide: the
solution, obviously is to make withering jokes about the fools and get on with one’s work.
I had just gotten an internet connection: Ryerson would not give me one. The chair hated
experimental film or new art—he was the sort who thought that James Cameron was
bee’s knees and he wanted to be rid of me, since he detested what I stood and, even
more, detested that students loved my classes and the best of them always became
acolytes. So the idea was to give me an email account, but not to give me either a
computer, or access to the web, or access to my email account. Then students would
email me, I wouldn’t respond, one or another of them would complain, and he would take
disciplinary action. Well, his plan didn’t work out, and after I complained enough, I got a
computer and internet access (some years after any others), but in the meantime I went
out and got access at home. So I was a late arrival to cyberspace. I felt such confusion
over this that the first search I did when I got internet access was one that I hope would
give me a concrete sense of what my friend had done. I type the terms “suicide” and
“power saw” into a search engine, and lo and behold, down came an image of a man
who had committed suicide with a power saw.
I was stunned by the image, and I began rummaging about to see why anyone
would put such a gruesome image up on the web. I discovered it was alongside images
women having their faces pissed on, brutal gang rapes, and other singularly unedifying
images. I realized I was on pornography site (that was my introduction to the world-wideweb)—what was most shocking was that on this site was an image of a wee lad,
perhaps three years old, who ran into the path of an on-coming train. I couldn’t imagine
how anyone could take pleasure from seeing a child killed by a train!
I was shaken by this. Over the years, I had defended erotic images. Whatever
explicit images I had seen I had not found troubling—perhaps boring, but not troubling.
This was a long time ago, before the internet, and I realize it is hard to think back to the
world before the internet. Perhaps I could be accused of being naïve, I don’t know. But
really, worst I had seen in the way of explicit images were rather tedious images of what
looked to be college students, playing dress-up: the females might be wearing stiletto
heels and negligee, the guys that sort of underwear that Calvin Klein has made famous,
and swanking a rather big bulge that one image was the result a lot of tissue paper down

the front of their underwear. Most of the participants, if not all, even looked to be having
a good time. Well, I couldn’t see any reason to take an interest in such images, but I also
couldn’t seem much reason to sentence the person who made the image, or anyone
who had a copy of such an image, to a term in a jail-cell. I can’t say that I felt no
annoyance by such images, for I did. I believe Eros should be accorded a more noble
place than he has in our culture—indeed, should be celebrated. And the tediousness of
these images meant they achieved exactly the opposite of a celebration of Eros.
Nonetheless, it seemed to me that appropriate response to was ignore the phenomenon,
since any offense such images gave was aesthetic, not ethical: it’s a good thing, I
suppose, that it is not considered a crime to make tedious images, because we can all
think of numerous people who would be stuck in the slammer if it were.
But now I confronted something I had not seen before: genuinely nasty images—
those who participated in making this images didn’t seem to have a good time, and, in
fact, we clearly being assaulted. So that was troubling. Even more troubling was the
perversity that was rampant: the imbrication of hatred and violence onto the erotic that is
required for one to take pleasure in seeing a young boy killed by a train was most
troubling. Nothing in my previous experience had prepared me for what I saw there.
Obviously, such troubling provide a sort of objective correlate to the confusion and upset
I felt over my friends killing himself. I started making a film with video clips I found there.
I don’t like telling this story, because it seems to lead people to believe that my
purpose in making an film from images of degradation lament the violence of our culture.
I think the using violence to entertain is lamentable, but that was not my purpose. I was
guided by advice that Stan Brakhage repeatedly gave me: that I should attempt to “raise
[my] grief to song.” I have recently finished a book chapter on Zukofsky’s poetics and its
influence on Brakhage’s 23rd Psalm Branch—the line appeared in “A”-11—and one
reason for writing the article was acknowledge that Brakhage’s advice had sustained me
during this time. Zukofsly, nor Brakhage following him, had advised anything so silly as
trying to deny one’s grief, or trying to turn grief into levity: they advised according grief its
full measure of dignity by giving it poetic expression. That was what I was after.
Here is a wee note I composed shortly after I finished Crac,k Brutal Grief. It
records that the process of making the film involved my coming to learn the real meaning
of Brakhage and Zukofsky’s advice: to raise grief to song does not involve transmuting
grief to levity, but to accord grief the full measure of dignity appropriate to it.
On Crack, Brutal Grief
The regime that dominates modern society has consolidated itself by
homogenizing experience through converting all forms of experience into the discursive
mode. Types of experience that other cultures accorded respect modernity has rendered
vestigial. Moderns know little to nothing of the knowledge that is revealed in prayer, in
meditation, or through contact with the body. It has fallen to art to evoke, render and
embody areas of experience that modernity has disenfranchised—areas of experience
that we cannot categorize. It has fallen to art to assemble, preserve and convey those
energies that match no existing forms in modernity’s consciousness.
Nonetheless, we are moderns, and the forms of the modern are what we have to
work with; fate has decided this for us and one cannot be of another time. It has
required us to work with the tacky, unseeming detritus left behind in the wreck of history.
Values have become fugitive and violence banal in ways they never before have been. A
vision of paradise lasts only a moment before being relegated to the scrapheap of a

history whose last century has been the story of spilled blood and technological horrors.
The Internet itself has become a mammoth graveyard that absorbs anything and
everything, a giant mouth devouring the carnage of a civilization that has begun its death
convolutions. Its contents are the grubby leavings of a civilization about to implode,
destroyed by the brutality and violence that have poisoned its soul. And it is with this sad
pile of vicious and coarse images that we must work, for that imagery reflects our
condition more truly than any other.
One is tempted to say that we must strive to redeem that debased imagery—and
indeed CRACK, BRUTAL GRIEF starts out as though it wants to redeem the tawdry
base images which have rendered the furthest extremes of violence the banal contents
of everyday experience. But soon enough, things seem to be going badly, that the efforts
to lift grief to song will come to naught. The grubby, soiled, miserable—and sometimes
vile—qualities of the source images seem to resist transmutation, just as the text that
scrolls across the bottom the screen resists being brought into clarity (except by
extremes of effort and even though such efforts only fleetingly). In their grisliness and
lack of detail, they seem like images that inhabit a traumatized consciousness as befits
the contents of a network of devices one well might think of in metaphoric terms as a
nervous system for an emerging global consciousness that has been rendered halfinsensate by the brutality of the imagery it harbours at each of its synapses.
Yet out of this despondency, as the film seems to grind mechanically towards the
ultimate of despair, it rises mysteriously out of it. Paradoxically, it is only when the drive
towards the transmutation of dross into the gold of transcendent experience is
suspended that—only when will and purpose are deflected and brought to an oscillating
standstill—that the possibility of discovering truth even within the tacky, grotty, unseemly
matter of the present is realized. When the will is suspended, the strangeness of the
given comes to presence.
The failure of human effort is the invocation of another mysterious power.

Here is another statement I made on the film.
Two years ago, my best friend committed suicide, in an especially gruesome manner: he
took a power saw and slit his throat. In an effort to understand what he had done, I
searched the Internet, for images of suicides. To my amazement, the search engine
directed me to images of a corpse whose neck had been mangled by a power saw.
Horrified, I began searching other banned images and banned "videos" (i.e., AVI files, or
MOV's, or MPEG videos) and discovered a troubling abundance of "videos" of every sort
of cruelty imaginable. Such images can be found on the Web in such obscene
abundances that I began to wonder whether the vertiginous experience of the horrible
suffering of others, raised beyond any degree with which the mind can cope, has not
become the sine qua non of any sensibility whatsoever, so anaesthetized have we
become. I began to think of the World Wide Web as a nervous system, fraught with
stimuli of unprecedented brutality. Increasingly angered by the Web's banalization of
suffering, I decided to fashion a compilation film, using only material from the Web that
would return to the degraded images I found there the full dignity of their horror.
The film is a phantasmagoric compendium of images of the present that chronicle
how we came to be where we are. Like the Web, the film consists of sedimented layers
of images that encode the history of consciousness through the century just past, an
apocalyptic history, to be sure, but one that too is in keeping with the character of the

century we have just come through.

•

Please what you discovered in combining chemical and electronic transformation
of the source image in The Young Prince and how you did so—I’m wondering if
you firstly transformed the source material chemically and later did it digitally, or
vice versa.

I made a statement about my interests in combining chemical and electronic
transformations of source images in a statement I made on Eros and Wonder, a film I
made after Crack, Brutal Grief and before The Young Prince.

A Note on Eros and Wonder

Eros and Wonder is a film about transformations—about transformations of
imagery, about history as transformation, about eros as a transformative power, about
that old Eisensteinian idea of collage and montage as transformation, but most of all,
about the transformations of the self. The film combines two sorts of transformations—
electrical transformations, produced by digital image processing, and chemical
transformations, produced by processing the film by hand, in small batches. Thus, Eros
and Wonder involves a dialogue between two technologies, the older
chemical/mechanical technology of the era that gave birth to the cinema, and the new
electronic/digital computing technology more commonly associated with video—a
dialogue between what was and what is yet to be.
In my academic life I have been studying the foundations of twentieth-century art.
At first, my interests were purely scholarly—like any teacher, I try to ensure that the
material I present to class is accurate. In the effort to ensure that my approach was fair,
judicious, and well-balanced, I began reading as many artist’s comments, interviews,
manifestos and occasional writings as I could get my hands on. Over time, I realized that
the history of early modernism that taught in university art history and art theory
departments (and, especially, in film study programmes) was largely incorrect—that the
history of early modernism was far less clean, analytical and precise than it had been
made out to be. In fact, many of the early modernists had a deep interest in the occult.
To understand the influence of the occult, I began to study texts by Gurdieff, Blavatsky,
Ouspensky, and by the alchemists, less as a disciple than as an art-historian attempting
to understand the ideas that gave shape to some of the artworks he most admires.
In the esoteric world of experimental filmmaking, hand-processing has become
common—and very often practitioners of the art refer to their endeavours as “alchemy”;
the Carl Brown, who has done such fine work of this sort, is one practitioner who refers
to his art of hand-processed images that way. I began to think about the connections
between the transformation of the image by chemical and electronic means and the
alchemical conception of transformation. Most people, I suspect, still associate alchemy
with the effort to transmute lead into gold. Most historians of ideas propose that this
effort was really a sort of metaphor for the transmutation of the self, for transforming the
baser self into gold of freedom and ultimate awareness. Alchemy concerned the
transformation of the human psyche; the gold the alchemists sought to produce was the
wholeness and health of the human spirit.

I became intrigued by these ideas. The richness of the metaphor, which has
base metal standing for the baser self, and gold standing for the higher self, relies on an
fundamental article of alchemical faith—that what goes on without imitates that which
goes on within, that as it is within, so it is without; in fact, the original alchemists probably
believed that they were studying the processing of nature—but what is fascinating is that
their study of natural processes led them, by analogy, to psychological insights
concerning the achievement of psychic wholeness.
The faith that there is a correspondence between the inner and the outer worlds
seems especially appropriate to photography and the photographically-based cinema,
arts that begin with what lies outside us (the world we photograph) as a image what goes
on within us. (It presents the gift—the present—of presence as visible representation of
an invisible realm).
Occult and alchemical systems intrigued me for another reason as well. I had
studied for many years the ideas of John Cage, Iannis Xenakis, James Tenney and Udo
Kasemets, composers who have made use of aleatory methods (or stochastic methods,
or chance operations). Cage’s purposes for introducing chance operations had a
particular attraction for me: I had developed concerns about artistic methods that put the
artist’s will at their centre. I found many reasons for avoiding authorial imposition and
‘egocentric’ making.
To advocate avoiding authorial imposition is not a brief for formlessness,
however—rather, it is based on the faith that there is a creative force beyond the
individual, and that when one finds the means to escape from willfulness, one stands a
chance of aligning the processes that bring an individual work into being with a higher
creative force. That, at any rate, is the goal. The artist’s task becomes one of finding a
plausible field on which the creative forces can be unleashed—on discovering a range of
materials (or, more precisely, their attribute) and the principles that shape these
attributes (the principles that decide what values these attributes will take on). This task
can be carried well or badly—the extraordinary richness of the work of John Cage,
James Tenney, and Udo Kasemets is testimony to fact that the some composers can
bring their thinking in line with these higher shaping forces, can sense their basic
manner of operation. The details of work are beyond the composer’s choosing—the
process that decides them goes on beyond the composer’s control. When a composer
taps into this unfolding process at a deep level, when a composer abandons the limited
self and goes with the process, then the process can produce forms that are richer than
anything the limited self can conceive.
Processing film footage by hand is one way that I introduced chance operations
into Eros and Wonder. Because the chemicals are applied by hand, not by machine, the
effects of the chemicals will fluctuate through the film, producing a considerable amount
of visual activity that will sometimes have the effect of interfering with our ability to see
the structure of the underlying images. But if I do my job well, then the images behind
these surface fluctuations, the images underneath these surface abrasions, will have
visual interest; and the interference will seem just a little bit sad—in much the same way
that it is sad that surfaces often become more appealing as they become more decrepit.
But like the decay of the objects themselves, the evidence of the image’s impending
decrepitude is a source of considerable visual interest. When I am working I can never
predict exactly what the effects of chemicals will be—however, some experience with
hand-processing gives one an inkling of what the results will be. It allows me to
collaborate with the natural forces that shape the final form.
I was struck by a certain co-incidence between the ideas of the alchemists and

Cage’s ideas on chance operations: both held the achievement of selflessness to be the
highest state that the self can reach. This idea was a key to John Cage’s thoughts on
creative method. I was interested in extending chance operations into the cinema. It was
obvious that the computer could aid me with this. James Tenney’s writings on music
helped me understand how to do this. Tenney made extensive use of measures of
similarity in the analysis of music structures in his book Meta+Hodos, and subsequent
composers applied those methods to generating series of musical events. I was intrigued
by the possibility of developing analogous compositional procedures for working with
sets of images and, in particular, by the possibility of using measures of similarity to
constrain random processes. I decided to develop a computer application that would
allow me to do this—and that, at the same time, would be consistent with the principles I
have used in composing films. I usually relate shots by their plastic characteristics,
taking into account (among other factors) the dominant colours and shapes in the image.
I began to construct a digital tool that would emulate my way of working—and would
extend it, by eliminating subjective whim. This program, as I conceived it, would allow
me to collaborate with the machine (which, of course, is ultimately nature at large, or, at
least, the laws of physics) to produce “visual compositions.” I first developed a
rudimentary application that stored a set of images (that might constitute a sequence in
film) in a database along with a set of image descriptors (‘meta-data”) and a set of image
processing algorithms. The application applied image-processing methods to the images
in the database; the methods to be applied were selected by constrained random
processes—the constraints, as I noted, were based on the similarities between images.
Images were partitioned in groups based on the similarities indicated by their
descriptors, as were the image processing methods (my decision on which methods
most closely resembled other methods was completely informal and subjective) and the
image processing methods to be applied to a reference image were chosen at random—
after that, the methods most similar to the randomly chosen method were applied to the
images in the database that most resembled the reference image. Later I began using
machine methods to allow me to “calculate” the similarity between images.
Another way that Cage’s work has influenced me was in the idea of making
experience of time as duration central. Most lyrical writers/filmmakers focus on the
experience of time as rhythm. The experience of time as duration is quite different—but it
can open one towards the experience of emptiness that so many religious and spiritual
traditions have celebrated. Cage frequently collaborated with the choreographer Merce
Cunningham, and when they worked on a piece, they would not try to create
correspondences between gestures in the dance and the sound. The performance was a
time-frame, a duration, which each of them—after reaching an agreement on certain
factors, would fill in his separate way. Cage would compose the music, Cunningham
would choreograph the dance.
This way of combining the two separate arts (music, i.e., organized sound and
choreography, i.e., organized body movements) extended the use of chance operation of
a larger frame. I decided to use an analogous principle in composing Eros and Wonder.
After agreeing that a poem (which I wrote) would provide a basic framework for the
sound and image, the composers (Greg Boa and Alex Geddie) produced a sound track
(integrating electronically generated sound—electronic sounds whose qualities were
decided by attributes of the poem that structures Eros and Wonder—voice synthesis,
and passages of Romantic music that were written in the German towns that one sees in
the film) that was an autonomous, self-standing object. The sound and picture were
combined only when the film was printed—until we saw a print, we did not know how the

picture and sound would go together. (This was a novel approach for me, and I was very
anxious about it—I told several friends that I would probably cheat and try to co-ordinate
the picture and sound at the last minute. However, I had the courage to go through with
the idea, and I think that the apparent correspondences between picture and sound
confirm the faith that if one forsakes wilfulness, a higher shaping power will take over.)
Alchemy actually proposes there are stages in the transformation of the self,
beginning with the restauration of essence, rising through the transformation of essence
into energy, (the development of awareness), the transformation of energy into mind
(coordination of mind and energy in movement) and ending with transformation of mind
into emptiness (moving energy with the mind). I was struck by the very cinematic
language in which these stages are described: the first phase is the discovery of be-ing
of things (akin to what some photographers do); the second phase is the dynamizing of
reality (that process that Eisenstein—who was briefly member of the alchemical group
known as the Rosicrucians--valorized); the third phase, in which the mind is swept along
by the movement of that energy is analogous to the stage in which we experience our
thought being moved by the dynamic forms we see on the screen; while the final phase
is analogous to the experience of ecstasy (that state Glenn Gould tells us he tried to
cultivate through his music), in which we set ourselves, and experience the movement,
the energy as everything.
A core idea of the alchemical system is that one cultivates a way of being in the
physical world in which one experiences the spirit’s (the imaginations’s) capacity to
influence matter, the spirit’s (the imagination’s) capacity to become incarnate in matter.
One witnesses the soul in action at the physical level. This is such a wonderful analogy
to the creative process, in which the physical world and the imagination co-create the
forms we experience—or more accurately, in which the mind enters into the world of
matter and senses it potential, and allows the world of matter to guide the shaping force
of imaginative--remember Michelangelo’s remarks about the block of stone instructing
him on how to carve it. The world of nature and the imagination “co-influence” one
other—mutually co-operate with one another to bring forth the work; you forge a
partnership with the creative force in life. Of course, this union of the self with not-self is
a goal of many religious traditions. This idea is also a wonderful analogy to the cinema
itself—the digitally processed diary footage suggests, I hope, that co-influence of the
physical world and the imagination. We experience this “co-influencing” in a general form
all the time—we adopt a negative attitude towards life, and no matter how wonderful the
opportunities we are presented are, what we do (or make) becomes quite toxic—you
have to learn to melt down this lead to let gold appear. This “co-influence” can be
extended right down to the finest levels—when we let our will go and collaborate with
nature in a profound way, when we have faith that nature is “il miglior fabbro” (the better
maker), then the process produces wondrous surprises. We learn not to judge what
aleatory processes produce—we attain the faith that we should accept what they create
for us, and with us. This acceptance can engender that state the Canadian experimental
filmmaker, Jack Chambers (another filmmaker who wrote about photography as a
means of collaborating with the creative force), referred to as “WOW!” The human artist
learns to trust what “il miglior fabbro” made was created for him or for her—and for one
particular occasion. The experience of making becomes very much an experience of
“NOW.” This experience is another form of creating (a topic about which the
psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott has taught me much). This experience I refer to
(accepting the paradox) as “ecstatic peace.” Art and life become one.
The form of Eros and Wonder derives from these ideas. The film begins with

rather long, slow images that present what for me was fairy tale country (German
villages, seen in my father’s German language texts when I was a boy), becomes more
dynamic, and strives to evoke those states in which the mind is first swept away in the
movement (the energy) until, finally, the mind falls down, and you are the movement, the
energy—you are all there is (or All That IS). This is a state rarely achieved in film
(Michael Snow’s La Région Centrale certainly attains it), but it does sometimes come
forth.
The poem that Eros and Wonder includes alludes (in poetic fashion) to the
transformation of the self—of being lifted out of the fallen world (the world of the plague,
of blindness) to higher realm. (The feast of life that the poem mentions is itself an image
from Christian Rosenzweig, supposedly the reviver of alchemical knowledge.) It
concerns the idea that eros, love, is really the experience of, at once, loving-and-beingloved. And wonder can absorb us. I hope the form of the film hints at the feeling of
attaining a state of selflessness, of ecstasy.

•

These two works are characterized by a high degree of dynamism that causes a
complex array of figural decomposition, one that asks the viewer to consider his
perception as a transformative act. Is your statement—an essay on your
argument on perception and the “primordial” form in art—found at the front page
of your website—directly related to the very idea of these two works?

I have been interested in dynamism because I think that we respond to movement
primally, through a corporally rudimentary kinesthetic empathy I find absolutely magical.
Students and friends will tell you of my great love for dance: among the reasons I so
enjoy my work the Graduate Program in Communication and Culture is that it has given
me a chance to put to some use the knowledge I have acquired over the years about
dance. I supervised Ryerson’s first PhD dissertation, and it concerned dance in Canada
in the 1950s and 1960s (and so, at least in second half, dealt with my people who were
acquaintances, and whose career in the arts paralleled my own). I am currently
supervising three dissertations on dance aesthetics. The ground of this is my belief that
kinesthetic emphathy is a key to our experience of dance—and that this gives dance the
capacity (not always exploited) of returning us to a sort of primal experience of the unity
of being. In his great, grievously neglected book, Closing Time, Norman O. Brown wrote
of a cultural shift he believed was occurring as he wrote (in the late 1960s). It was,
Brown opined, a return to barbarism. Barbarism in a state in which language and the
body are at one, and it is this that sets it at odds with the culture of the modern, for which
the word and world are separated. Barbarism vaults beyond the sundered world of
modernity because barbarians cohabit with the divine. “Only barbarians are simpleminded enough to recognize the gods,’’ Brown wrote, intending by ‘‘simple’’ not the
quality of being stupid but to be integral, whole, undivided. (That quote in fact is from
Brown’s ‘‘Rieff’s ‘Fellow Teachers,’” Salmagundi, 24: 39.) Barbarians belong to an
integral cosmos, and enjoy a simple, involving, participatory relation to language and the
cosmos. Brown extends this to paganism to recognition, arising from barbarians
immersion in the intimacies of linguistic encounter, to the Blakean recognition that they
themselves, as poets, make the gods: in this sense, barbarism leads to a deification of
humanity, which, for Brown, founds a hope that Nietzschean hope that a gay science
(that is, a joyous understanding of reality) might yet emerge.
Dynamism can be used to create a feeling of transport, of ecstasy. I believe that

only ecstatic experiences, experiences of being transported to another plane, can undo
modernity’s depletion of experience. Ours is a time that has sacrificed erotic experience
by separating it from the sacred and allying it to advertising and entertainment. The more
we have denied the body pleasure and the more we have allowed life to be sacrificed,
the more we have allowed ourselves to be seized by its double, the mere spectacle of
life. And the more daily life is thus impoverished, the greater the spectacle’s attraction
becomes. Through this process, the spectacle has dislodged us from the core of our
lives, as the simulacrum has conspired to make lived reality seem trivial by comparison:
this idealized projection has even come to obscure the importance of the reality of actual
bodily pleasure. We have allowed identification with the re-externalized imago to
compensate for the life energies we sacrificed to that projection. The first goal of the
intensification of life is to dissolve the subjugated consciousness that, by this process,
has come to feel itself impotent.
Much of my life and my art is a reflection on this matter, and since I have thought
about this topic for such a long time, I have amassed many ideas on the matter. It takes
me so time to explain set them out, yet I fear I must. Intensity makes us feel our
belongingness-to-others. The recognition that social relations are between real,
embodied human beings is a key to overcoming that fetishism that generates the
sensation that autonomous relations between simulacra have become the core reality for
present-day metaphysics. It is important to remember the psychological conditions that
allow relations between things, or between images, is a certain measure of anomie. The
antidote to that anomie is intensity. In the absence of the sense of the One that binds
pages of the universe into a single volume, phenomena have become impoverished,
eroded by desacralization. We live in a realm where nothing is higher and nothing is
lower. Exchange value has all but consumed Be-ing, and without a summit of Be-ing,
there is no hierarchy of value: changes in fashion decide what has value, so what has
value today will become worthless tomorrow, and what was worthless yesterday has
great value today. Nothing is more authentic than anything else and every being, even
Being itself, is subject to re-evaluation—indeed everything is now available for infinite
reinterpretation. In an era of infinite reinterpretability, everything is finally of equal value,
and everything is interchangeable and exchangeable. There is no centre. We are left
with an eroded consciousness that has lost its metaphysical bearings.
The Logos was the common framework that integrated all, that all brought all
beings together. Now we find ourselves enclosed within a fractured space in which
beings lack transcendence. Only the brutality of Power can accomplish anything in the
way of organizing the fragments. Nothing from above brings order; and lacking any
reference what is above, we cannot even make contact with our deeper selves.
The Logos, in encompassing all, gave all meaning. The spectacle has reduced
this unity to a series of fragments which it interrelates through the pseudo-connections of
a thinned-out rationality whose characteristic form, as Bergson pointed out, is the series
of linear succession. Thus this denatured reason constructs a life-world that depends
upon an abstract temporality that assigns us positions according to the co-ordinates of
power. Such a thinned-out, eroded rationality is what puts the spectacle, a feeble
organization of appearance, on display. At the same time, the spectacle has colonized
every area of modern experiences, and has subjected all phenomena to the iron law that
no real change is possible—that only insignificant changes to fragmentary aspects of the
system will be allowed. All we are left with is an enfeebled, eroded awareness of our role
the spectacle.
Immersion in the phantasmagoria of a delirium-inducing ocean of sights and

sounds is the condition that the culture industry has imposed upon; they have even
established that state of semi-consciousness as normative. A most dire facet of this new
regime is that the very ontology of our image culture increasingly includes its participant
and incorporates their perspectives within the constitutive mechanism of representation.
Subjects, therefore, are no longer the absolute centre of seeing—the illusion of the
panopticon (Foucault’s fruitful reworking of Merleau-Ponty’s notion of the “outside
observer”) is dispelled; subjects, we are now convinced, are simply nodes of network of
vision/visuality that operates beyond their control as phantasmic centres, by facilitating
currents that course through the network, affecting the peripheral nodes by engendering
a distorted replica of desire. This view entails that vision has its blindspots.
But even if vision includes blindspots, and even if the delirium induced by the
image culture lures us into the other world of visual representations, these facts would
not imply that the subjects’ relations to social realities have been dissolved and the real
has been replaced by simulation, or that representations have been deprived of
reference to the Real and so have acceded to their death. Only the delirium induced by
immersion in the phantasmagoria of sights and sounds is responsible for the impression
that reality has ephermalized into simulation.
Reality has not vanished—nor will it. It simply mutates, and this process of
mutation is incessant. Reality is ever re-produced, for reality is never anything more than
the product of the technique of a given epoch (remembering, of course, that technique is
form in which the dispensations of Be-ing occur). Be-ing arises only within the whole that
is the form of the dispatch (the Geschick, as Heidegger puts it); and the dispatch is
historical (the Geschick is always geschichtlich). Be-ing appears only through the activity
of transmission (Überlieferung). Reality is always being re-invented: humans transform
themselves and nature through activity—this is something that always has been, is, and
always will be. What Baudrillard believes to be the substitution of a signifying system for
reality is not that at all—it is merely the replacement of the reality that is the product of
one system of technique with another reality that is the product of another system of
technique. There is no loss of reality; reality and virtual reality are still locked in an eristic
relationship.
Subtending the belief in the precession of the simulacrum is the tendency to
regard information as an autonomous form from Beyond, a magic form of being without
roots in the realm of concrete particulars, and therefore beyond our control. Is it really
surprising if that which we exempt from the condition of being a product of labour, and
from being subject to transformation by labour, should be accorded a spiritualized form
of existence? Yet, in reality, both the realm of the simulacral and the technology which is
used to produce it are expressions of the social relationships between real humans. It is
human activity which is objectified in machines and information. And remembering that
fact should remind us of the importance of the now unfashionable questions about how
are the rewards of this labour should be allocated to the different groups involved in the
production of machines and information.
It is true: Only the delirium induced by immersion in the phantasmagoria of sights
and sounds is responsible for the sense that reality has transformed itself into a
spectacle. Only the delirium induced by immersion in the phantasmagoria of sights and
sounds is responsible for the impression that reality has been volatized. So we must ask
how to counter the effects of the delirium that the culture industries have induced, and
how to rediscover our groundedness.
At the most profound level, Heidegger was right to have asserted that carrying out
the task is not within our powers, that “only a god can save us now.” But the gods have

flown. Still, we must do what we can to recall the gods from their flight. And we must do
what we can to prepare ourselves for their return.
The Renaissance fostered the impulses that drained the arts of their integrative
function. The bardic function of the artist, no longer possible in an all-too-rational society,
was abandoned. The frustrations of being refused this crucial role drove the artist first
into open rebellion, and then into silence and exile. What is needed is to re-enfranchise
art’s power to create an integral order of intimacy, and this can be accomplished only
through the combined power of art and magic. Art does have the means to effect moral
and spiritual change in the real world.
How can we rescue ourselves from immersion in the phantasmagoric? The
phantasmagoric operates by creating the impression that its realm is a seamless unity.
Our art must overcome that impression. This demands that art become physical—that
we acknowledge that artworks are machines for affecting the bodies of those whom they
address. Immersion in the phantasmagoria of sounds and images has reduced our
capacity for direct sensory—and sensuous—experience. To counter that effect, we must
emphasize the physicality of the making and the reception of artwork. That is to say, we
must emphasize the body’s role in making and experiencing art. Art—ars, making—
should teach us about the body’s way of knowing. The body learns first through activity,
not through concepts. Recall that the unity of thought and practice that was central to the
concept of techne—acknowledging the unity of thought and practice is a key to
countering the pernicious notion that human beings are information processing systems,
an error that traced back to the Platonic form of idealism (which also disparaged the
senses and maintained the unreality of the physical world and the superiority of a
“hyperreality”). Our art must distort and fragment all with which it comes into contact: it
must do all that it can to damage the wholeness of a work of art, to tear apart the
seamless unity that is that staple form of the entertainment “arts,” that seamless form
that absorbs our be-ing and leaves it inert and unproductive. Further, it must make the
mediation of the apparatus explicit, for the occultation of the apparatus figures among
the phenomena that has led to erroneous thinking about the disappearance of reality.
More, we must use every extreme means for restoring our connection to our
bodies. The first step towards this is end is to make the body palpable. Artworks must be
physical, and intense beyond all measure. Arabic and Sanskrit poetry often was set to
music and chanted, to alter consciousness through its corporeal effects. A combination
of melos, opsis and lexis can engender a state of consciousness intermediate between
aesthetic intensity and the hyperawareness of trance. The drumming and dance of the
Ewe and Yoruba peoples of West Africa, the Santeria drumming and dancing of Cuba,
Voudun drumming and dancing of Haiti can engender weeping, dancing, and fits. These
are all intense, physical response to art. “Re-connect poetry to the body”—that must be
our slogan.
To prepare ourselves for the return of the gods, we must reawaken a paradoxical
sense that holds together the experience of the reality of our intimate connection with
things with that necessary psychical distance that affords consciousness that necessary
degree of freedom and transcendence. What this requires is the capacity for
understanding the reality of action-at-a-distance, that is, the truth of magic. The
spectacle depends upon a certain torpor of the subject, which is countered by
confronting the spectator’s passivity with intensity. Action-at-a-distance, magic’s way, is
required to restore art to the register of intimacy without succumbing to the deliriuminducing effects of immersion in the phantasmagoric ocean of sights and sounds. This is
made evident by the despised art of erotica. Erotica, when it does not go over into the

spectacle, teaches us that artwork is a magical engine operating on the body. Erotica is
physical—it operates by elevating the corporeal unconscious to consciousness in sexual
arousal. It reveals, and revels in, unacknowledged desire. Erotica plumps for the
liberation of desire. Erotica shows the way for art to become a desiring machine that
operates by induction to shape liberatory energies. Erotica demonstrates that the
marvellous inhabits the everyday, that the physical bodies around us constitute the
dreamworld and that the true dreamworld is made up of real physical bodies. Of course,
most pornography conveys only body-hatred, but that should not lead us to the
erroneous conclusion that erotica has no potential for the enhancement of blissconsciousness. If ours is a culture mad for death, erotica has a role in transforming it into
one mad for love—into one blessed with amour fou.
Furthermore, the truly erotic reaffirms joy—even a joyfulness of “repetition” that
acknowledges that there is no such thing as exact repetition. But there is no reason why
we should accept Baudrillard’s despairing claim that melancholy is the fundamental
tonality of functional systems, including the grindingly repetitive systems of simulation,
programming and information. There is no reason to believe that, by implosion, history
has collapsed into inertia, into the endless repetition of the same—the same dead forms
organized again and into new permutations and combinations.
Reconnecting art to the body and the body to physical reality—these are our
goals. They demand that we eschew narrative. For making our bodies palpable requires
us to sense our presence in the immediate here-and-now. To do that, we must avoid all
retrospection, and all narratives are retrospective. We must intensify the image to the
point that it takes effects on our bodies. Vaneigem commented on the importance of the
intensification of lived experience in Chapter 15 of The Revolution of Everyday Life.
Which leaves the hopeless cases—those who reject all roles and those
who develop a theory and practice of this refusal. From such
maladjustment to spectacular society a new poetry of real experience and
a reinvention of life are bound to spring. The deflation of roles precipitates
the decompression of spectacular time in favour of lived space_time.
What is living intensely if not the mobilization and redirection of the
current of time, so long arrested and lost in appearances? Are not the
happiest moments of our lives glimpses of an expanded present that
rejects Power’s accelerated time which dribbles away year after year, for
as long as it takes to grow old?

Intensification of the image requires desublimation. We are familiar with the orthodox
psychiatric view on the matter of desublimation: “Identification with an imago [which in its
re-projected form is what Vaneigem calls a “role”] leads the individual to expend his
sexual drives on cultural goals, and this is the best way for him to defend himself against
these drives.” It is the counsel of the despair, for it turns the individual against him- or her
self; the reified projection of desire becomes an object of identification, the aim of which
is to absorb vital energies and to reduce the energy of erotic desire through sublimation.
Erotic reality is transferred from the body to the spectacle. These projections ensure
orgastic impotence.
But the converse is also true: true pleasure, true jouissance, true joie de vivre, true
orgastic potency return erotic reality to the body. The pleasure accomplishes
desublimation. When individuals stop seeing the world through the eyes of the re-

projected imago, and look at it from within their own pleasured bodies, when they reclaim
the erotic energy as their own, they will see through these claims about the erosion of
reality. If, as Debord claims, the era of the spectacle is the era when all that was once
directly lived has become spectacle, the response is the return those energies invested
in identification with the projected image to lived experience—to intensify life, and to
intensify it brutally if necessary.
The more we have denied the body corporeal pleasure and the more we have
allowed life to be sacrificed, the more we have allowed ourselves to be seized by its
double, the mere spectacle of life. And the more daily life is thus impoverished, the
greater the spectacle’s attraction. Thus, the spectacle has dislodged us from the core of
our lives, as the simulacrum conspired to make lived reality seem trivial by comparison,
and eventually the idealized projection obscured the importance of the reality of actual
bodily pleasure. We have allowed identification with the re-externalized imago to
compensate for the life energies we sacrificed to the projection. The first goal of the
intensification of life is to dissolve the subjugated consciousness that feels itself
impotent.
Intensity makes us feel our belongingness-to-others. The recognition that social
relations are between real, embodied human being is a key to overcoming that fetishism
that generates the sensation that autonomous relations between simulacra have become
the core reality for present-day metaphysics. It is important to remember the
psychological conditions that allow relations between things, or between images, is a
certain measure of anomie. The antidote to that anomie is intensity.
I insist upon a cinema of radical perception take the place of the cinema of ideas
(which, analytically, includes all narrative films) because only such a cinema can be truly
spontaneous. The idea inevitably compromises with Power. I believe fervently that the
artists of the future will make immediacy their most radical demand. Only spontaneous
attunement to the gift of the given, the immediate consciousness of lived experience can
overcome the sense that the dialectic of identification is one that inevitably involves
strife. In extemporaneous creative attunement to the gift of the given, we discover that
self-denial is the assumption of the true self, that by abandoning our limited selves, we
become more truly ourselves, that we become what we behold. This way of getting out
of oneself occurs through the discovery of oneself as dispersed through all that is.
More important yet is to forego imposing conceptual order upon experience.
Benjamin’s writings provide one of the best examples of what is possible and one of the
best collections of reflections on its potentials. Benjamin contraposed the term
“constellation” to the concept of “totality,” distinguishing the former from the later on the
basis that a constellation is a labile form wherein the relation between objects and the
perspective of the viewer is always in a state of flux, while the latter is a mediated and
structured concept. In her introduction to Illuminations, Hannah Arendt pointed out that
metaphor was the central trope in Benjamin’s writings; what gave metaphor such
importance in Benjamin’s writings is that he lived in a universe in which each object is
connected to all others. The idea of a form of unity in which the function of concepts is to
group phenomena together seems to me signal, perhaps, even, an antidote to the
poison of post-modernist claims about the unreality of nature. Perhaps it has the
capacity to set aright, after two thousand years, the inverted relation between Concept
and particular, between Intellect and reality, between Abstraction and the particular
material object that Plato’s philosophy made normative in Western philosophy. Unlike a
totality, a constellation is not constituted as a conceptual unity: “Ideas are to objects as
constellations are to stars. This means, in the first place, that they are neither their

concepts nor their laws. They do not contribute to the knowledge of phenomena, and in
no way can the latter be criteria with which to judge the existence of ideas. The
significance of phenomena for ideas is confined to their conceptual elements. Whereas
phenomena determine the scope and content of the concepts which encompass them,
by their existence, by what they have in common, and by their differences, their
relationship to ideas is the opposite of this inasmuch as the idea, the objective
interpretation of phenomena-or rather their elements-determines their relationship to
each other”(Benjamin, The Origins of German Tragic Drama.. 34) Thus, Terry Eagleton
points out that “the thing must not be grasped as a mere instantiation of some universal
essence, instead, thought must deploy a whole cluster of stubbornly specific concepts
which in Cubist style refract the object in myriad directions or penetrate it from a range of
diffuse angles. In this way, the phenomenal sphere is itself persuaded to yield up a kind
of noumenal truth, as the microscopic gaze estranges the everyday into the
remarkable”(The Ideology of the Aesthetic., 328). This is just what I referred to in “The
Cinema We Need” by a cinema of experiences, not a cinema of ideas –a cinema that
would eschew concepts that serve as laws that govern images.
Benjamin sought to discover an emancipatory potential in the experiences whose
importance is ordinarily overlooked, even in experiences of trivia and marginalia. An
exemplary feature of Walter Benjamin’s work is his attention to the everyday, to the
ordinary, to the “rubbish” of history (“Abfall,” a key term that Benjamin took over from
Hegel, though many don’t seem to realize that fact), all of which, he believed, a radical
messianism could reclaim. A boulevard, postage stamps, children’s books, unpacking
one’s library, eating, and untold other elements of everyday life became the objects and
commonplace processes that command attention; by evoking associations of the sort
that Surrealists taught us liberate, every object takes on an allegorical or mythical
significance. Benjamin’s good friend, Gershom Scholem remarked on this strain of
Benjamin’s thinking long ago: “his [Benjamin’s] speculative talent was aimed no longer
at devising something new, but at penetrating something existent, interpreting and
transforming it.”
This interest in the everyday allies his thinking to that of Siegfried Kracauer and
Theodor Adorno, who likewise sought to demonstrate how the macrocosm is mirrored in
the form of the microcosm. But Benjamin’s notions about form were far more radical than
theirs, for Benjamin possessed a stronger sense of the intimate relation between
Wahrheitsgehalt (the “truth content” of a work) and Sachgehalt (the “subject matter” of a
work); and so, Benjamin developed for the Passagen-Werk, a manner of presenting his
notions about integrity in a non-conceptual fashion that let the object speak for itself, a
manner of presenting an object without imposing on it, so that its singularity was never
lost. The montage style of the Passagen-Werk implies that the signification of an object
appears directly in relation to that of other objects.
But intensification of the image is our principal means for combating fears of the
loss of reality. We intensify the image, too, by steering it towards immediate perception.
Immediate perception, too, is attentive to what is, to the gift of the given. Thus, it
combats the devaluation of the everyday realm. A cinema of immediate perception is
opposed to the world of the spectacle, to the devaluation of the real world of actual,
everyday pleasure through the spectacle.
Spontaneity also intensifies the image. Spontaneity blasts open the prison-house
of false-consciousness, the alienated méconnaissance of the society of the spectacle,
consciousness which turns the subject against his or her real interests. It blasts apart the
sedimentation of the self in the petrified projections of the spectacle, and carries us

away in the dérive.
Attunement to the rhythm of what unfolds beyond us—a rhythm that is flexible
and ever changing, has the strength to release us from the tyranny of an abstract,
rationalized temporality. Awareness of rhythm, because rhythm is experienced
corporeally, also undoes the effects of the rationalization of space into a wholly abstract
form. Contemporary virtual existence has rendered space wholly abstract. The etiology
of that form of space can be readily charted, beginning with the geometric optics of the
Renaissance. The development of geometric optics and camera obscura led to the
rationalization of vision around an axis consisting of the fiction of a single, fixed vantage
point outside the depicted scene, at a place established by the vertex of a pyramid
whose base is the surface of the painting and the slope of whose sides is arbitrary.
Thus, the body was removed from the scene of vision. But in the nineteenth century
representation took on a different character: the space of a drawing, especially those
drawings whose primary purpose is to provide information about reality, came to be
understood as a Cartesian plane, and the relations between elements in the drawing
were to be determined not through appearance, as projective geometry had attempted to
do, but rather through measurements, which were then transposed orthogonally to the
drawing surface. If the body had been excluded in the system of Renaissance
perspective, the subject was excluded in the representational regime that developed in
the nineteenth century. When the subject is given no place, the drawing surface itself
becomes utopian. That utopic space is the predecessor of the utopia of cybernonreality—a non-place where “there is no there there,” and, above all, no place for the
body. Paul Virilio points out that cyberspace constitutes a new space without the usual
space-time coordinates; as a result, cyberspace engenders a disorienting and
disembodying form of experience in which communication and interaction takes place
instantaneously in a new global time, overcoming boundaries of time and space. It is a
disembodied space without fixed coordinates, a space in which one loses connection
with one’s body, with nature, and with one’s community. It is a dematerialized and
abstract realm in which cybernauts can become lost in space and divorced from their
bodies and social world. To counter the abstraction of space and time, we insist on
working methods that, in their intensity, leave the trace of the body all over them.
That the illusory object world is taken to arise from an unreal (because divided)
ground that accounts for the widespread sense that the object world has
ephermeralized. We need to rediscover the reality of the Absolute. The Seventeenth
Century saw reason awaken to powers to dominate reality, both theoretically and
practically. It could do so only by repudiating the proposition that God is the beginning
and the end of all knowledge. The end of knowledge became understanding of the
rational constitution of reality
But the synthesis could not be made to hold. In the end, the Enlightenment’s
valorization of reason completed what the Seventeenth Century’s abstracting nature into
abstract forms began, viz., replacing the teleological foundations of knowledge and the
belief in understanding nature we come to understanding of how God works out his
plans for be-ings. Furthermore, a new epistemology developed on which, not
contemplation and prayer, but mathematical reason and the experimental method were
the means that provided the knowledge of true constitution of reality. The Seventeenth
Century and the Enlightenment promoted the conviction that a mathematical and
physical explanation of reality could be a thorough and exhaustive account of nature
(that mathematical and physical sciences could give an account of phusis (nature), while
the concept of energeia (be-ing) was not required to understand the nature of beings).

And the understood purpose of knowledge was no longer to vouchsafe intimations of the
character of the Divine, nor even to cultivate the soul through the contemplation of
eternal truths but to extend human’s power over nature. Thus, Galileo proposed, science
leads not to an qualitative but to a quantitative understanding of nature—not of the
quiddity of beings, their inner reality or essence, but of their external physical
characteristics that can be measured and described in fixed laws. Pre-moderns had
understood objects and events as outward manifestations of occult inner causes. With
the rise of modern science, this understanding of nature was repudiated. The purpose of
knowledge was to control nature, for human benefit. Thus Francis Bacon, one of the
earliest exponents of the modern conception of nature maintained that the goal of
knowledge was “to extend more widely the limits of power and greatness of man, [to
command natural forces for] the relief of man’s estate.”
To counter all that—intensify! Intensify!

•

In the website on Young Prince, you explained about the random process of
selecting the method for transforming source image. And you also associate your
technical approach with John Cage’s idea on musical composition. Could you
describe these two in more detail? And I’m also wondering how you gathered the
“found” materials—seemingly mostly vintage pornographic photos and films—for
this work.

To think about Cage is take on a grave responsibility, for Cage is among the most
profound thinkers of aesthetics of the twentieth century. We are still trying to plumb the
depths of his thought. Here are a few thoughts stating my beliefs about the radical
nature of Cage’s enterprise.
By the beginning of the 1960s, Cage saw his role expand beyond music, to
revolution.
“My ideas certainly started in the field of music. And that field, so to
speak, is child’s play. (We may have learned, it is true, in those idyllic
days, things it behooves us now to recall.) Our proper work now if we love
mankind and the world we live in is revolution.” (John Cage, A Year from
Monday, p. xi.)
This prophet of (a certain kind of) revolution already had become world famous;
already he was honoured as an artistic and, even, as a religious visionary. Cage
achieved world fame and lasting influence in 1952 when his epoch-making anticomposition 4'33" was first performed. By the late 1960s thousands flocked to his
concerned (the first Musicircus in 1969 was attended by over two thousand people), and
he was regarded as a guru to the radical youth culture. Several books on him appeared.
In the 1960s and early 1970s, the Vietnam War and Watergate had forced moral issues
to the fore; but as the moral earnestness faded, so North America’s cultural ambience
declined. The utopian aspiration faded as the political, academic and cultural spheres

moved toward a more self-centred materialism. As the ‘70s wore on, Cage no longer had
the esteem he once held as a radical.
But Cage himself never forsook his radical mission. He pursued the radical line
he had begun to investigate in the 1940s and, as Elliot Caplan’s many video tapes show,
he continued to live his revolution. Now, of course, he is back. What accounts for his
return? What cultural factors have made his advocacy urgent once again?
Though John Cage published several manifestos about music over his long life,
the statement that has come to be taken as the canonical expression of his own
interpretation of his renown piece 4'33" came in 1956 as a remark to a midwestern
student audience about to watch a performance by the Merce Cunningham dance
company. On that occasion, Cage said:
Our intention is to affirm this life, not to bring order out of chaos nor to
suggest improvements in creation, but simply to wake up to the very life
we’re living, which is so excellent once one gets one’s mind and one’s
desires out of its way and lets it act on its own accord. (George J.
Leonard, Into the Light of Things: The Art of the Commonplace from
Wordsworth to John Cage., p. 174).

Cage’s music focuses on being in the moment, being present and alert to what is
happening in the whole environment in which we find ourselves. Cage eschewed
distinctions, of sorting sounds into categories of aesthetically valuable, or aesthetically
trivial. His notion that “music is sounds heard” is an invitation to listen closely, in a nondiscriminatory fashion, accepting all aspects of life.
This form of attention is a relative of what that colossus of German philosophy,
Martin Heidegger, called “Gelassenheit,” or willing acceptance, which lets beings be and
in so doing alters the self. In one interview, Cage said, “Instead of self expression, I’m
involved with self alteration.” During a conversation with Morton Feldman, Cage
remarked:
I think one of the things that has happened is that it’s become clear that
we can be — not just with our minds but with our whole being—
responsive to sound, and that that sound doesn’t have to be the
communication of some deep thought. It can be just a sound. Now that
sound could go in one ear and out the other, or it could go in one ear,
permeate the being, transform the being, and then perhaps go out, letting
the next one in.
Cage’s advocacy had its critics: In 1969 the Harvard theologian and culture critic
Harvey Cox (in a book entitled The Feast of Fools) faulted Cage for “assum[ing] a
creation that is not only good but perfect.” This is Zen-like view: While meeting with two
renowned scholars of religion, Henry Corbin and Mircea Eliade, in 1954, Suzuki was
asked what similarities he found between Mahayana Buddhism and the theology of
Swedenborg. According to Corbin, Suzuki grabbed a spoon and said suddenly, “This
spoon now exists in Paradise. . ..” He remarked along the same line: “We are now in
Heaven.” Cage similarly avowed “confidence in the plan to make life on Earth a success
for everyone.” Though Cox astutely recognized the theological dimension in Cage’s

work, he thought the composer’s stance risked becoming “a supine acceptance of the
world as it is.” There were artists and art critics who had similar objections. One
performance artist said in 1981 that, rather than awaking her audience to “this excellent
life,” she wanted to awaken it to “the ways in which we have been led to believe that this
life is so excellent . . ..” During the 1960’s, when the most influential galleries and
journals in New York were dedicated to Pop, and to what Arthur Danto later called “the
transfiguration of the commonplace,” Cage’s remarks about art awakening us to life’s
excellence seemed prophetic. But by the 1980s, this idea the revolution to be
accomplished is a transformation of one’s stance towards reality, were becoming
unpopular, particularly among the growing ranks of feminist artists. The performance
artist Yvonne Rainer acidly protested, in 1981, that “only a man born with a sunny
disposition” could have said anything so fatuous. (She quoted one of Cage’s unguarded
comments about himself.) The fine critic of performance art, Henry Sayre. in turn quoted
Rainer in his 1989 book, The Object of Performance, himself pausing to lament Cage’s
dictum as “so vastly apolitical, so vastly unconscious of social and political reality.”
Of course, the criticism misses the mark. This is partly because Cage’s work did
have a political edge—an anarchist edge (and that anarchism is the contemporary
magnet of political dissent is surely one factor that accounts for the recrudescence of
interest in Cage). Cage’s social thought reflects his aesthetic ideals and his aesthetic
ideas reflect his politics: he proclaimed that both artistic and political aggregates should
acknowledge the validity of numerous, unfixed centres—no element should be relegated
to the service of a dominant element. Cage himself alluded to the fact that his ideas on
art and society reflected on another. The following remark appears, without a citation in
Michael Nyman’s 1974 book Experimental Music: “I would assume that relations would
exist between sounds as they would exist between people and these relationships are
more complex than any I would be able to prescribe. So by simply dropping that
responsibility of making relationships I don’t lose the relationship. I keep the situation in
what you might call a natural complexity that can be observed in one way or another”
(Cage, quoted in Michael Nyman, Experimental Music: Cage and Beyond., 25).
Cage’s idiom is at once political and aesthetic, a language of questioning, of selfalteration—an open, multi-vectoral language that everywhere strives against closure.
Thus, his Musicircus, those wonderful, Utopian works that had such an impact on the
early 70s, is a model for a just society. Its primary value is inclusivity: they activate a
non-judgmental process that forms non-hierarchical aggregates that can, at its furthest
extreme, accommodate anything or anybody who wishes to participate. Contrast this
with a traditional orchestra: a traditional orchestra functions as an efficient machine,
each part subserving the whole. Cage, following Emersonian, imagines another form of
“ensemble.” In his Musicircus, each musician follows his or her own inclination:
musicians stop trying to play in time with the other around them, so the aggregate
functions as an nexus of interdependent elements, none of which interferes with any
other. This requires openness on the part of the individual performers: each performs
with the other in parallel—there are no “winners” and “losers” in a stratified hierarchy,
and the lack of stratification promotes freedom.
Competition reinforces egos, and the ego is the enemy, Cage’s works suggest.
John Cage hated improvised music, and was especially averse to jazz: he felt that, in
jazz, egos took over as one musician would try to play louder than the others in the
name of “self-expression.” Avoiding self expression, Cage seemed to feel, would result a
society free of the social excesses emotion produces: hatred and oppression. Cage’s

meditative practices allowed him connect his highly individuated experience with a larger
social/ethical politics of monadic non-interference.
Cage’s musical groups serve as a working model of co-operative anarchy. Though the
1980s and early 1990s couldn’t acknowledge it, they should have been able to, for Cage
was not unique in this regard. A number of the composers for whom Cage had special
enthusiasm (e.g., Ives, Cowell, and Partch) offer a music of integration and inclusion, a
music that serves as a model of radical democracy. Cage’s renouncing of compositional
control through chance and indeterminacy represents a quintessentially American antiauthoritarianism; his technique was political through and through.
There is another, equally important political advocacy in Cage’s work. This parti
pris relates to Cage’s ideas about the transformation of the “self.” We should try to
achieve some precision about this transformation. There is a long history to the belief
that the social revolution must develop out of revolution in the self. We see this in
Surrealism: the Enlightenment cast illusion in the role of reason’s adversary, and
proposed to discredit, and to destroy, illusion. But many artists, and other thinkers, came
to question the wisdom of the wholesale destruction of illusions. Illusion, the critics of
modernity pointed out, was sometimes salutary, and illusion was the product of nonrational mental faculties (especially the imagination) whose well-being was essential to
the health of humankind. Furthermore, the experience of twentieth century discredited
the belief that that a moral value system may be built on rational principles.
Consequently, the revolt against the modernity’s regime often (as in André Breton’s
manifestos) took the form as the celebration of the imagination as the agency that would
break with the existing order.
Cage’s ideas on composition preserves the Surrealists’ idea that the revolution of
the self is of the first importance, but alters in a profound way their understanding of the
nature of the true self to be gained through this revolutionary artistic practice. Amongst
the Surrealists, the idea of the self was linked that of the imagination. Cage dissolved
that link, and the consequences were momentous. For the idea of imagination is itself
linked with that of techne—look at engineering magazines and you will see numerous
profiles of visionary, imaginative engineers. Cage’s notion of the self in its highest state
(really that of ‘non-self’) is radical, for it breaks with the tradition of metaphysics which
has eventuated with taking techne as its founding relation to beings, and to Be-ing..
The transformation of the self that Cage effects results in what (adopting a term
from Simone Weil) I call the self’s “decreation.” (Cage describes this process simply as
getting the mind and desires out of the way). Decreation allows us to enter into the being of everything we perceive. To find communion, we must lose perspective. What, after
all, is perspective but a way of removing ourselves from experience? In the lecture
“Composition as Process” Cage identifies aspects of works by Earle Brown, Morton
Feldman, and Christian Wolff that seem to him to relate to Eckhart’s thought: of Wolff’s
“Duo II for Pianists” he says that it requires each performer to “turn away from himself
and his ego sense of separation from other Beings and things [so that] he faces the
Grund of Meister Eckhart, from which impermanencies flow and to which they return.
Thoughts arise not be collected and cherished but to be dropped as if they were void
“(Silence, 39). In 1968, he wrote in M: “Meister Eckhart spoke of the soul’s simplicity. But
Nature’s complicated. We must get rid of the soul or train it to deal with countless
numbers of things”’ (M: Writings '67-72, 24).
Cage believed that chance processes and the use of the I Ching in composition
imposes a greater discipline than control, in that it removes the influence of personal
choice. According to the ideal Cage proposed (which he sometimes honoured more in

the breach than the practice) no attempt is made to “improve” on the chance
relationships of sound events in the interests of artistic taste. Cage’s growth as an artist
showed him working consistently, throughout his life, to eliminate exclusivity of choice:
he strived to accept everything.
The whole of life experience is incorporated in Cage’s work, which comprehends
a pluralism not only of styles in a single art form (music) but encompassed his interests
that extended to theatre, literature, dance, the visual arts, media-arts, mycology,
macrobiotic cooking, chess, and horticulture.
It can be seen as changing the responsibility of the composer, from
making choices to asking questions. And then the questions come by
means of one thing or another, that is beyond the control of the person
asking the question.. . . So what I’ve had to do is to decide what questions
to ask. Once I’ve decided that, I become, as it were, simply a means by
which other things can happen that are outside of me, in which I don’t
myself change. . . . I hope in that way I become open to possibilities and
events that were not in my mind to begin with. (Quoted In Walter
Zimmermann, Desert Plants: Conversations with 23 American Musicians
(Vancouver: A.R.C. Publications, 1976), 50-51)
This led Cage to a new orientation, an anti-techne orientation towards purposeful
purposelessness allowed Cage’s art to cherish everything.
“What music is and is to be may be somewhere in the belief of an
unknown philosopher of a half a century ago who said, ‘How can there be
any bad music? All music is from heaven. If there is anything bad in it, I
put it there—by my implications and limitations. Nature builds the
mountains and meadows and man puts in the fences and labels.’ The
fences have come down and the labels are being removed. An up-to-date
aquarium has all the fish swimming together in one huge tank” (Empty
Words: Writings ‘73-‘78, 179).
Cage’s advocacy of universal respect are rooted in spiritual convictions. For
Cage, the challenge of Zen, as he understood it, was not to attempt a musical equivalent
for the ‘emptiness’ of a Zen garden but to achieve, through chance operations, the
demolition of the borders of his taste and, consequently, a music in which everything
was welcome. In 1968, in conversation with Daniel Charles (included in Charles For the
Birds), Cage explains that it’s impossible to naively believe in Zen in the middle of the
twentieth century . . . but Zen . . . would be useful to open our eyes to what the
technological universe means. We’ll never understand it unless we adopt an attitude at
least related to that of Zen” (John Cage, For the Birds: Conversations with Daniel
Charles., 228). In an interview with George Leonard, author of Into the Light of Things:
The Art of the Commonplace from Wordsworth to John Cage, Cage said:
Since the forties and through study with D. T. Suzuki of the philosophy of
Zen Buddhis, I’ve thought of music as a means of changing the mind . . .
an activity of sounds in which the artist found a way to let the sounds be
themselves (George J. Leonard, Into the Light of Things: The Art of the
Commonplace from Wordsworth to John Cage. p 147).

D.T. Suzuki was a teacher of Zen in America whose writings on Zen Buddhism in
the 1950s and 1960s had a profound influence on several American artists, in addition to
Cage. The Zen that impressed Alan Kaprow, Allen Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac, and John
Cage (among others) in the 1950s was based on his writings and his classes. He was
hardly an orthodox Zen monk, however. The Zen enthusiasts who went to Japan in the
1960s to study were shocked to discover how odd Suzuki’s Zen had been. Few Zen
professionals any longer take his teachings as central, though his importance in the art
world remains unchanged.
Suzuki became a Zen expert when he came to the United States in 1897. Back in
Japan he was no roshi, no master, not even a monk. He was an English teacher who
modelled himself on St. Paul. He came to the United States in his twenties to translate
for a family-run Illinois philosophic publisher, Open Court, whose most famous author
was John Dewey, a pragmatist author whose writings owe much the New England
Transcendentalists (unpublished letters by Suzuki establish that he attempted to register
for Dewey’s classes at Chicago). Suzuki worked for Open Court from age 27 to 38 and
first reached satori riding his bicycle through the Illinois fields.
Leonard demonstrates the reason for the extraordinary welcome Suzuki’s ideas
had: they accorded with a strain of thought in the West that had been gathering strength
since the time of William Wordsworth and that sought beauty (and indeed a kind of
religious experience) by seeing anew what the great Romantic poet had called “the
simple produce of the common day.” In each successive generation between
Wordsworth and Cage, this movement enlarged the boundaries of what could be
considered art until, at length, there was no difference between art and reality itself. This
spiritual tradition proposed that for those with eyes to see, anything could be art. Cage
took the disinterested contemplation inherent in aesthetic experience (as it is traditionally
understood) and extended it to all phenomena, thus massively increasing what in our
environment could be understood to be beautiful. The “idyll” of art is only a proving
ground for a sensibility that, once acquired, can bear witness to the excellence of all
things.
Cage once inquired of a musician trained in the classical traditions of India:
“What is the purpose of music?” Her reply made a profound impression on the
composer: “The purpose of music is to quiet the mind, thus rendering it susceptible to
divine influences.” Cage continued to repeat this belief throughout the remainder of his
life: he declared to Kathan Brown and the printers at Crown Point Press that “art’s
purpose is to sober and quiet the mind so that it in accord with what happens.” We are
grateful to music for helping us develop such a sensibility, but we honour it by dispensing
with it, Cage proposed: “We open our eyes and ears seeing life each day excellent as it
is. This realization no longer needs art though without art it would have been difficult to
come by” (Diary, LXII, A Year From Monday, 146). Around 1949, Cage experienced a
revelation that non-expressive music can bring peace more surely than the titanic
emotions of Bach or Brahms.
Suzuki, who had learned of this Western movement of Transcendental
Particularism by reading Ralph Waldo Emerson while still in Japan—his first publication,
published before he left Japan, had been titled “On Emerson.” Suzuki recognized
Emerson’s ideal as analogous to the satori sought by the Rinzai Zen sect to which he
belonged. Among American artists, this school of Zen—which Americans initially
equated with the whole of Zen—provided an artistic evolution that was already under
way with a new rationale and a thrilling acceleration.

“Suzuki’s satori,” Leonard writes, is largely identical to transfiguration of the
commonplace. “Satori finds a meaning hither-to hidden in our daily concrete particular
experiences,” Suzuki explains, regarding the world from the “religious aesthetical angle
of observation. . . .” The “artist’s world,” therefore “coincides” with that of the Zen man
except that the Zen-man, Suzuki was teaching by 1938, has freed himself of art objects.
While the artists have to resort to the canvas or brush or mechanical
instruments or some other mediums to express themselves, Zen has no
need of things external . . .. The Zen-man is an artist,” but he “transforms
his own life into a work of creation! (George J. Leonard, Into the Light of
Things: The Art of the Commonplace from Wordsworth to John Cage.,
161).
Many artists have associated their interest in direct perception with the belief that
language imposes the deadening weight of tradition on experience, and only the raw,
unformed experience of the natural body has an authentic relationship to the immediate
conditions of living. Concern with direct perception also leads to the stress on the
individual, autonomous existent and denial of the reality of relationships—to the belief
that only individual sensations and the connections between them are real, to the
uncompromising positivism that Leonard B. Meyer call “radical empiricism” or
“transcendental particularism” in his great, classic work, Music, the Arts and Ideas.
In Silence, his famous statement of his aesthetic credo, Cage wrote
. . . [O]ne may give up the desire to control sound, clear his mind of
music, and set about discovering means to let sounds be themselves
rather than vehicles for man-made theories or expressions of human
sentiments. . . . And what is the purpose of writing music? One is, of
course, not dealing with purposes but dealing with sounds. Or the answer
must take the form of paradox: a purposeful purposelessness or a
purposeless play. This play, however, is an affirmation of life—not an
attempt to bring order out of chaos nor to suggest improvements in
creation, but simply a way of waking up to the very life we’re living, which
is so excellent once one gets one’s mind and one’s desires out of the way
and lets it act of its accord (Silence. p. 10, 12).
We glimpse how radical Cage’s methods (and resulting forms) are when we contrast
them Ives’: Ives was the more truly Emersonian of the two (Cage was closer to Thoreau)
and Ives (like Emerson) sought to forge a unity in experience. Ives’s music models this
effort; its stylistic diversity and multilayered textures suggest the diversity, even the
chaos, of the natural world, and the tightly composed forms that the composer effected
models the process that integrates this diversity into a pluralistic whole. Thus, it
rehearses the struggle for human struggle for truth, which entails an act of will of a
controlling “self.” By way of contrast, experience for Thoreau is non-dualistic (as
Christopher Shultis points out in Silencing the Sounded Self: John Cage and the
American Experimental Tradition). Humanity and nature are not separate:
Conceptualisation splits the primal unity of being-in-the-world into the subject-object
dyad. However, close observation (as against conceptualization) leads to unified
experience: “Observation need not be interpreted; one may instead seek to discover
things ‘as they are’,” Christopher Shultis writes (Silencing the Sounded Self: John Cage

and the American Experimental Tradition, 29-30). For Emerson, the self was centred
discourse. Thoreau did not believe that: his philosophy of coexistence posits a decentred
creative self that is a part of and not distinct from the world around us. “The peculiarity of
a work of genius is the absence of the speaker from his speech. He is but the
medium”(Quoted in Shultis, op. cit., p. 61).
Cage, like Thoreau, was committed to what Shultis calls “silencing the sounded
self,” a notion beautifully expressed in Cage’s mesostic poem, “Composition in
Retrospect” (whose spine is “DISCIPLINE”):
Thoreau saiD the same
ThIng
Over a hundred yearS ago
I want my writing to be as Clear
As water I can see through
So that what I exPerienced
Is toLd
wIthout
My beiNg in any way
In thE way
(John Cage, “Composition in Retrospect,” in X: Writings ‘79-’82,
133).
Shultis asserts that both Thoreau and Cage deemphasized the role of human
intervention in the creative process: “coexistence replaces control.” For Cage,
nonintention, facilitated through chance and indeterminacy, allowed for the observation
(and enjoyment) of sound for itself, a focus he shared with Thoreau. Silence, for both
thinkers, encourages an appreciation of the entire field of ambient sound, thus removing
the distinction between sound and silence (v, Shultis, op. cit., 51).
Cage’s favourite composition was the famous 4'33"; its silence enfolds an
aleatory piece of music (different for every performance) inasmuch as chance
determines what real-world sounds will fill the silence. During the first performance of the
work at Woodstock, New York a rainstorm broke out, and the silence was filled by the
sound of raindrops on the roof of the concert shed. Cage has written other kinds of
aleatory music, but he and everyone else regards 4'33" as his most thorough realisation
of his ideals.
To speak poetically, silences speaks of the character of the world Cage’s music
inaugurates. In Cage’s world, the basic event of silence is noise that has no meaning
and comes before language. 4'33" is openness itself. It breaks with the entire Western
tradition of art, i.e., of art as techne, i.e., as bringing forth into unconcealedness on the
basis of knowledge. Neither the composer nor the performer brings forth anything on
his/her own; rather the composer simply provides a timeframe, and the performer
focuses the audience to hear noises (chance sounds) as music.
The artwork here is simply the openness of the timeframe. The world is what is
taken in at random. This elicits openness, receptivity, something approaching
Heidegger’s Sorge. Cages music grants us a timeframe that calls us into receptive
openness for the world. This receptivity takes the form of listening to and attending,
perhaps inquisitively, to what happens in the timeframe. We hear in the difference of the
world sounds as sounds, which is what characterizes us as human beings. We are put
out into the difference of the world, hearing this sound as that of bird, that of a violin

(hear the contents of the world “as”—what Heideggerians refer to as the “hermeneutical
as”). Sometimes we can even hear beyond that “as”: as John Cage observed in Silence:
“Every something is an echo of nothing” (“Lecture on Something,” Silence., XXXXX). We
are called beyond interpretation, to the free play of perception. The truth of free
perception is revealed through patient, attentive listening that reaches past everyday
clamour.
Through listening and being able to hear sounds as sounds can we respond with
understanding. This is an act by which we build/become-attuned-to the world. But all
acts are based on will: a subject’s acts are not originary (for no pursuit of interests, which
entails being among and immersed in entities, is originary). But there is that which is
originary: we know this because we know that we are here for no reason in particular:
thus, the subject who wills (and that subject’s interests) are derivative. World is first and
foremost given and granted as time, existing before a subject, who comes to presence,
already having understood entities as such and who acts intentionally within it. Like
4’33”, world is primordially time. 4'33" activates/uncovers the truth of world as time. It is
slight and simple in conception—simple like Heidegger’s Simple.
The danger threatens that men of today remain hard of hearing to its
language. They have ears only for the noise of the media, which they take
to be almost the voice of God. So man becomes fragmented and
pathless. To the fragmented the Simple seems monotonous. The
monotonous becomes wearisome. Those who are weary find only
uniformity. The Simple has fled. Its quiet power is exhausted. . . .
The message of the Field-path awakens a spirit which loves the
open air and, at a favourable place, leaps over even heaviness into an
ultimate serenity. This protects against the nuisance of mere toil , which
promotes only futility when pursued for itself (Martin Heidegger, The
Fieldpath).
Music is the paradigmatic artform for this radical widening because it harkens
back to the open attentiveness and open listening. Silence is an event beyond intention
and interest, the event of being beyond, or before relating to, any specific entity. Sound
is primary here rather than sight, the supremely metaphysical sense], because listening
is the sense of human being’s receptivity par excellence (“the eye itself, that most pure
spirit of sense. . .” W. Shakespeare, Troilus and Cressida 3:3:100). This listening must
not be understood merely as the auditory sense, but as the openness of existing in the
difference of world that lets entities be themselves. Attentiveness is a basic trait of this
open human essence.
Like Heidegger, Cage understood that the will is at the base of the metaphysical
understanding of action that is with us from the very start of the Western tradition.
Aristotle defines action as striving plus intention (orexis + proairesis). This definition
proceeds from an understanding of the human essence as being a subject who acts
(hypokeinenon tou dramou). Similarly, thinking is also intention as a directedness of
mind towards specific entities. Metaphysics issues in action, because its form of
knowledge is grasping: grasping things for their utility. The knowledge that grounds
metaphysics offers insight into the utility of beings. It is not fortuitous that the word “sight”
figures in “insight,” because, as Aristotle notes, right at the beginning of his Metaphysics,
that amongst all the senses, it is sight that most of all grants knowledge, i.e. sight is that
sensory modality that most furnishes the sense of directedness towards entities, of

grasping an entity, of apprehending a being in its be-ing. It is the archetypal prying
sense. Listening, by way of contrast, is almost all receptivity and attunement, and hardly
at all knowledge of entities: it so much less brings its entities under a concept; it so much
less involves the apophantic “as”; it so much more easily moves beyond the
hermeneutical as of world-building, and, through the free play of perception, returns to
that primal that Heidegger terms “earth.” It takes things in as they are without necessarily
understanding them, without grasping them by bringing them under concept, or
understanding them through the apophantic “as.” Hearing stands for the openness
of/openness to the world, the originary transcendence that lands human being out there
in the “there” of the world, without necessarily being attentive to specific entities. Only on
the basis of this originary openness for Be-ing can the be-ing of beings be perceived.
Cage’s understanding of the status of the work or art is radical: it changes how
artworks are understood, freeing them to carry out what has become their most urgent
task, that of providing a model for a form of awareness that is no longer either
apophantic nor hermeneutical. It can accomplish this task because artwork no long
comes to presence in the form of that-which-has-been-brought-forth. Like Heidegger,
Cage artistic theory professes that art is not originarily poiêsis. Eschewing the idea of the
artwork as an autonomous construction—a “com-position”—represents a break with the
metaphysical tradition whose implications can scarcely be overestimated.
“Metaphysics” signifies a manner of unfolding relations into power, power that
produces and runs through powers: “The essence of power as manipulative power
annihilates the possibility of the truth of beings. It is itself the end of metaphysics” (Martin
Heidegger, Die Geschichte des Seyns, Gesamtausgabe, vol. 69, p. 71). It is the
occurring of Be-ing into and as power that constitutes history as metaphysical; or, to put
it differently, as long as Be-ing occurs in terms of power, there is metaphysics.
Metaphysics means that Be-ing unfolds into power/techne/making (Mache): “The
essencing of this Mache is manipulative power [Machenschaft]: the preparing for the
empowering of power and the makesomeness [or powersomeness] of all beings readied
by this power and predemanded by the overpowering” (Heidegger, Die Geschichte des
Seyns., 186). To recognize the fluid operations of power as, at heart, the power of Being, that is, as the power-oriented unfolding of what is, constitutes only the first critical
step in the direction of initiating a new beginning for beings: the unfolding of Be-ing as a
relationality free from power.
Stepping back from the power of metaphysics dissolves the boundary between
art and existence, as art becomes artlessness. Art-as-artlessness becomes openness
for the event of being, the originary happening. A corollary of this: the artist cannot have
an intention he or she wants to get across. And another: the artwork’s coming to be is
not a means of expressing an emotion or of affecting an audience. Rather, the artwork is
an event—a happening—that can be experienced disparately by various members of the
audience. (As the word says etymologically, the audience is originarily aural, not visual.
The viewer is rather the suitable title for the one experiencing a metaphysical artwork).
The artwork happens at various independent points and is experienced at various
independent points by the audience. Events overlap and interlace and interact without
impeding each other. There is no unified meaning to be taken. In particular, the artwork
does not tell a story (we all remember, some of us with profound dismay, and that
intellectual phase when stories were demanded of everyone from painters to historian to
politicians: the story of an identity’s coming to be was alleged to be an aspect of its being).

By dint of an extraordinary resoluteness (to use that very Heideggerian term),
Cage anticipated postmodernist artists in creating musical compositions of a decidedly
theatrical character. In commenting on the theatrical quality of Cage’s work William
Fetterman’s John Cage’s Theatre Pieces: Notations and Performances (Harwood
Academic Publishers, 1996) analyses features of Cage’s oeuvre that most would identify
as postmodernist: for taking features of his works altogether, we recognise that Cage
attempted to blur generic boundaries. Fetterman highlights Cage’s efforts at expanding
our conception of musical performance by pointing out the ways that performance’s
theatrical aspects influence our understanding of musical composition. Cage’s interest in
performance (and specifically with way that visual features of performance affect our
aural comprehension) helps explain Cage’s antipathy towards recorded music. His
conception of performance also problematized distinctions between music and theater.
Responding to the challenged posed by the array of theatrical devices that Cage
deployed, and the challenge that range of devices poses for one that would frame an
comphensive concept of theatre, Fetterman suggests that any time the process of
making music draws attention to the performer’s body (as when the performer engages
in unconventional means for producing sound) Cage has created a theatre piece.
Fetterman’s concept of the theatrical derives loosely from Cage’s own expansive notion:
“theatre is something which engages both the eye and the ear.” Cage is merely being
consistent (to be sure, consistency was a quality he didn’t always respect) when he
became the first performance artist to have moved freely beyond the bounds of music to
painting, film, theatre and dance: for the post-metaphysical artwork is not primarily what
has been brought forth, and thus not definable in terms of a medium, but is rather the
setting up of an open timeframe for an event or events. This setting-up does present
something that has already imagined. Cage likened the task of the new composer to that
of a facilitator, or even an entrepreneur:
A composer who no longer arranges sounds in a piece, simply facilitates
an enterprise. Using a telephone, he locates materials, services, raises
money to pay for them (John Cage Diary Part 2).
Not only music is in its element in time, but time is the fundamental dimension for art and
existence. The artist conceives a timeframe; the audience is framed within its lifetime.
The artist cuts out a frame within the world of beings, clearing a space for something to
happen. Then he or she is no longer a maker (a poet) but someone who clears a space
for be-ing to reveal itself. The frame cleared is not a linear segment of time, but a threedimensional slice cut out of an originary, ecstatic time where be-ing can stand out into
the three ecstasies of time: future, present and foregoneness. Dasein lies exposed to the
future, present and foregoneness. In the time of the happening of a work of art, a slice of
the originary time of existence draws attention, through the disparate multiplicity of
events within that coming-to-presence, to this or that entity (for example, this or that
sound, from this or that instrument). The listener cannot know what will happen next.
Events erupt, as though at random (certainly in a fashion that cannot be brought under a
concept) into the temporal clearing the artwork has opened. Attentiveness pays heed to
the more originary events drawing attention to themselves. Cage preferred what he
called “continuity” over “structure.” “Nocontinuity simply means accepting that continuity
that happens. Continuity means the opposite: making that particular continuity that
excludes all others” (“Lecture on Something” in Silence., 132). Here “making a
continuity” refers to a composer’s intentional act of creating a structure that he wants the

listener to hear; such a continuity excludes other possibilities because it originates in the
composer’s mind.
Knowing or understanding what is going on is preceded by being open to what is
going on (which presupposes only an openness to the be-ing of the beings taken in).
The be-ing of beings is understood; that understanding allows things to be taken in as
something. The randomness of what happens happens on the schematic foil of
understanding the be-ing of entities. This schema is part of the originary gift that grants
beings to Being-there (Dasein). The gift opens up the “as” of being able to perceive
beings as beings; thus, it appropriates Dasein for the sake of be-ing/Be-ing. Within the
schema, entities come and go as perceptible events, without cause and without purpose.
Nothing precedes the event that would have caused it; nothing proceeds from the event
that would be its purpose. There is neither efficient cause nor finality.
A lot is at stake, namely, the decision “between history or loss of history, i.e.
between a belonging to be-ing or abandonment among non-entities”(Heidegger,
Gesamtausgabe, hereafter GA, 5:100). Abandonment would mean the “transition to the
technicized animal”; history, by contrast, would mean “dread in the jubilation of belonging
to being.” (re. abandonment—GA 5:98; cf. e.g. as an indication the use of the word
‘cannibalization’ to describe the recycling of electronic waste material; re. history—GA
5:99)

Only the most extreme decision from and about the truth of beyng can still
produce clarity. Otherwise, the twilight of innovations and covering over
will continue, or a total breakdown will occur (GA 5:99. “Beyng” renders
Heidegger’s archaic spelling of “being”).

Because we are immersed in the realm of technology, we have been abandoned
by Be-ing. We have not simply forgotten to think of something but have ourselves been
forgotten by Be-ing in its self-concealment. For Heidegger therefore, thinking can be
nothing other than preparing human essencing to be adopted by Be-ing, the
appropriation of human essencing to the property of Be-ing.
With the event, we leap into authentic being, into the there of being-there (DaSein), for the event founds Da-Sein. Be-ing conceals itself: however, the there of Da-sein
is the open clearing for the truth of be-ing, i.e. an opening for what is self-concealed. The
leap would be the “founding of the open place of momentariness for an historical being
of humankind” (GA 5:234 ). Heidegger has solely the possibility of this founding in mind,
which “places humankind first of all in the space for the play of the incidence and
nonappearance of the advent and flight of the gods” (GA 5:234).The decision in favour of
history would make the passing by of the “last god” possible.
The event, this leap into authenticity, represents a break with the tradition of
metaphysics in which Be-ing was only experienced as the be-ing of beings. Thinking is
first consolidated in Plato and Aristotle who proceed from the entity as such and never
leave it and therefore can only think Be-ing as beings. Beings (entities) dominate
everywhere in metaphysics, they are the arché that still rules today. The event raises us
out of the sway of beings. Technology itself cannot ward off distress of Western history;
but the event puts an end to what caused that distress in the first place. With the event,
technology would lose its dominion as that which puts everything (humans and things)
and holds everything in place.

Like Emerson, Thoreau and W.C. Williams before him, Cage breaks with the
European tradition; indeed, Cage goes so far as to ask why we bother about tradition.
Instead of being concerned about “history”, Cage’s entire thinking is oriented towards the
future, not just in the sense that it is avant-garde and thus furthers what is new, but in the
more fundamental sense that his music is concerned with opening up the dimension of
future in time. He was never concerned with l’art pour l’art, with taste, pleasantness or
aesthetics, but with doing “what must be done”(Cage “History of Experimental music in
the United States,” in Silence p.68). In “The History of Experimental Music,” which was
first published in 1959, Cage elaborates on a statement by Christian Wolff in an article of
1958 that characterised new music as “Sound come into its own.”
His concern with experimental music led him to ask: “What is the nature of
experimental action?,”and to reply “It is simply an action the outcome of which is not
foreseen” (ibid., p. 69). The word “foreseen” hits the nail on the head. “Foresight” is sight
to the fore, i.e., sight into the future; sight into the future requires that one can see what
is coming. The ecstasy of the future is transparent to foresight. When sound comes into
its own, this transparency turns opaque. We no longer see into the future—and when we
cannot see into the future what is called for is attentiveness for what comes unforeseen
out of the space of the future. Hearing is called on to be open for what sound comes.
Open attentiveness takes on a pre-eminent status. Cage relates this attentiveness to the
unforseeable to indeterminacy in performance. The composer does not manage the
procedures for producing sounds, “for nothing one does [as a composer] gives rise to
anything that is preconceived,” i.e., the composer does not produce a work that is then
performed but instead generates instructions for producing indeterminately unforeseen
sounds (loc. cit). Another precise and essential word occurs here: “preconception”, the
essential characteristic of techne; preconception is foresight, in the form of
foreknowledge. Techne, as Aristotle first thinks it, is a dynamis, a power or potential. In
his Metaphysics, Aristotle thinks the dynamis as having dominion over a change in
something else. As knowledge, and more specifically, as foreknowledge, techne is a
“point of departure having dominion over a change in something else.” The carpenter
who knows his or her art knows in advance how to change wood, how to transforming it
into a bed. Carpentry as an art (or techne) is in the first place foreknowledge or knowhow, a potential in the form of a knowing-how (as distinct from not the actual making of
the bed itself, which is actualization of the potential of know-how). The foreknowledge is
the preconception on which the carpenter acts. He or she preconceives the bed that is to
be made. On a basic level, this is no different from the composer preconceiving the
piece to be written “to express sentiments or ideas of order” (loc. cit.). According to
conventional standards, musical performance, too, has to measure up to what was
preconceived. Techne is fundamentally foreknowledge: it is an form of understanding
depends on the will to change in something and is thus a form of control over what
happens in the future. As insight into and control over the future, techne is the
quintessence of controlling power. Cage’s music, because it is indeterminate, comes to
presence without preconception: there is an element of surprise at the unexpected, for
the composer has opened the clearing for the unforeseen.
To allow chance a key role in a work’s coming-to-be, foresight and
foreknowledge must be renounced. Composition ceases to be techne, the control over
change in beings on the basis of knowledge or preconception; it becomes, rather, an
experiment, a discovery of what might come to presence in an open time. Cage hinted at
the requirement for openness when he remarked

There are temptations for us to stop what we’re doing and make a
connection that will be overwhelming. Well, perhaps it is. I haven’t seen
yet. I’ve seen some. But I’m losing my ability to make connections
because the ones I do make so belittle the natural complexity (Cage,
“Where Are We Going? And What Are We Doing?”, in Silence, 249–250).
In its opaqueness the future of possibility nevertheless is open; opaqueness keeps
possibility open. Openness here means, first, the cleared opening of time and, second,
receptivity on the part of listeners for what sounds arrive from the future into the present.
Openness does not mean being able to see or intuit what comes. Opaqueness makes
sound resistant to being grasped as a concept. Heidegger has pointed out the
connection between the “metaphysics of presence” (essentially, understanding truth as
representation) and techne; Cage’s embrace of opacity is similarly anti-techne:
openness prevents grasping the sonic (or aural-visual) field to which one attends as an
object. The elements involved in the performance of this new music are mostly
uncontrolled, the composer only laying down certain parameters to stake out the timeframe. Music is untethered from taste, preconceptions and expectations—it becomes
surprising. Music first has to be cleared of preconceived, pre-ordered sounds—the slate
must be wiped clean to clear the time for openness and receptivity. “Then things—
sounds, that is—would come into being of themselves” (loc. cit.). This is a matter of
urgent necessity; however, Cage avers, “much of modern music is no longer urgently
necessary” (loc. cit.)
Why is this so necessary that sounds should be just sounds? There are
many ways of saying why. One is this: In order that each sound may
become the Buddha” (loc. cit.).
Sounds, standing for things or entities in general, can become the “Buddha” if the
openness of stillness is allowed to prevail. Stillness is the time in which things, including
sounds, happen. Happening comes towards us out of the future. Cage proceeds from
the insight that music happens in time, and that time is the most fundamental element of
music. But everything happens in time; sounds are only exemplary for entities in general.
“We are in time itself . . .” (loc. cit.). We exist in the still clearing and cleared stillness of
time itself, so long as we exist We exist towards the future, as long as we exist. Things
come toward us out of the clearing of the future, mostly unforeseen. Everything that
happens in this time “may become the Buddha.” Being there as mortals precedes (is
more originary than) having insight and foresight, since the future, although open (indeed
because it is open) is essentially opaque. This opacity is not a lack; rather it is the
fullness of elusive possibility, which can be experienced as such. Techne, including
modern technology, presupposes the clearing of time in which mortals can also perhaps
have foresight and know-how and be technicians in the widest sense. The foresight and
control provided by technology are secondary to the richness of possibility.
The one-hundred and seventy-second text in Indeterminancy states “Standing in
line, Max Jacob said, gives one the opportunity to practice patience.” Patience, of course
is an orientation towards emptiness, the richness of reality’s dynamus. This orientation
towards emptiness, of cherishing the nothingness, is a psychologically radical form of
attention.

“The subject matter of creation is chaos.”
- - Barnett Newman
What underlies Cage’s approach is view of the contingency of the world: of the
contingency that inhabits the world and of the world as itself contingent. Perhaps that is
what Cage was pointing out when he said: “Here we are. Let us say ‘Yes’ to our
presence together in Chaos.” The image of the world that Cage offers with his thinking
and music and contributions to the other arts is that the world is what happens at
random, haphazardly, by chance. “Contingency,” “accidentality,” “randomness,”
“haphazard,” “chance” are words characterizing the new world we live in, the world that
carries on where modernity and the modern subject left off. Cage’s use of chance can be
seen in Heideggerian terms as a contribution to the overcoming of metaphysics: The
neo-dada movements, the writings of Eckhart and Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, and the
study of Zen that led Cage to question Western pertaining to linearity, form, logic, and
meaning. Said negatively, randomness is characterized by a lack of control, “having no
definite aim or purpose” (OED), being free from restraint, or positively: “made, done,
occurring at haphazard, by chance” (OED). Whereas “made” and “done” still refer to an
acting subject, “occur” is open to the happening of events without special agency.
Cage’s draft of the world implies a relinquishing of control over things. What is left is,
said in Zen terms, nothingness, or in Heideggerian terms, the truth of the openness of
being as such. Cage employs random procedures that ensure that one can never bring
the aural event under a concept. Using chance in both the composition and the
performance of a work obviates the possibility of apprehending the work theoretically. It
lets the openness of opaqueness be. The musical work becomes in principle technically
non-understandable, incomprehensible. Said positively, Cage’s music lets the chaos of
contingency be such. Contingency as contingency is letting be; there is no attempt to
transmute contingency into explicability by means of some chaos theory or other, as
modern mathematics is wont to do. Pure aleatorics require relinquishing control,
suspending comprehension and allowing sounds to happen without asking why. Cage’s
aleatorics are a leap into—simplicity, but sometimes an unfathomable simplicity. Cage
accepted incomprehension and opacity: that separates him form from most of his
European counterparts (and has sometimes annoyed them, as Boulez’ or Xenakis’
sometimes condescending attitudes toward Cage’s music shows). European composers
have remained committed to the European tradition of techne, and so they regard
Cage’s iconoclasm as anathema. As Heidegger would have understood, that event that
is Cage’s work is difficult.
Whether humankind can cope with both, to endure the chiming of the
event as refusal and the performance of the transition to founding the
freedom of entities as such, to the renewal of the world through saving the
earth, who could decide and know that? (GA 5:412).
and
The voice of the people speaks seldom and only through a few, and
whether it can still be brought to resonance is uncertain (GA 5:319).

